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A bstract
R-matrix theory is applied to three-body resonances by treating the decay as two se­
quential two-body decays. This allows the decay to proceed through up to  three different 
decay routes, each with an associated width. Prom the literature it is unclear whether 
these widths should be combined incoherently or coherently, especially in the case of 
two-neutron emission.
In this work three-body R-matrix theory is applied to the 1.8 MeV 2"^  resonance in 
®He, as the interactions of the two-body subsystems are well known. This resonance can 
decay via two possible routes, each going through an intermediate state:
(i) ^He(2+) —^ ^He(3/2 g.s.) -h n a  -}- n + n
(ii) ®He(2+) —> ^n(0+) + a  a  + ii -fn
Limiting cases of the theory are explored, in particular the sensitivity to the shape of 
the probability density function (PDF) which describes the shape of the intermediate 
state. A new formula is developed for the PDF which allows for the choice of optimised 
boundary conditions. This is particularly im portant where the intermediate state is a 
virtual state.
In order to determine whether the widths from the R-matrix decay routes interfere 
coherently or incoherently, fully dynamical three-body hyper spherical harmonic (HH) 
calculations are also performed. The HH calculations produce a single value for the to tal 
width of the three-body decay. It was found th a t the coherent and HH widths are in 
agreement, but both fall short of the experimentally measured value. This is consistent 
with the calculations for two-proton decay found in the literature.
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Introduction
®He is considered to be a halo nuclide due to its large interaction radius in collisions with 
a target nucleus. In [1], Tanihata et al. extracted an interaction radius of 2.18 ±  0.02 fm 
from the to tal interaction cross-section. This was much larger than  expected, 35% larger 
than  the ^He interaction radius and 4% larger than th a t of the ®Li isobar. The ®He m atter 
radius is larger than  the charge radius, indicating the large radius is due to a ‘neutron 
skin’[^ ] or neutron halo. The halo nature of ®He has meant tha t it has been extensively 
modelled as three bodies; an a-particle core and two valence neutrons. Figure (1.1) 
illustrates ®He modelled as these three bodies. ®He is also called a Borromean nucleus 
because no two of its constituent bodies form bound states, i.e. ®He and the ‘di-neutron’. 
However, ®He is bound and relatively long-lived as a result of the (weak interaction) 
/?-decay path. It has a half-life of 0.807^^1 seconds. By comparison, the half-life of the 
particle unbound ^He, based on its resonance width, is just 7.6 x 10“ ^^  s e c o n d s . This 
means tha t ®He could be im portant astrophysically, as will now be explained.
Element production, such as in Big Bang nucleosynthesis and the astrophysical r- 
process (rapid-neutron-capture process), is impeded by the lack of bound nuclei with
1.797 MeV 2+
0.973 MeV 
\S2n
g.s. 0+
Figure 1.1: ®He modelled as three-bodies; an a-particle core and two valence 
neutrons, together with its ground to first excited state and two-neutron 
separation energies.
mass numbers of 5 and 8. These “mass gaps” can be overcome by the three-particle 
fusion processes of 3o;’s and 2o! +  n. However, these reactions are relatively slow and so 
r-process simulations require unphysically high entropy conditions to reproduce observed 
heavy element abundances. Two-neutron capture reactions on "^ He and ®He could enhance 
the flow towards heavy nuclei
Gorres et al. first estimated the '^He(2n,7)®He reaction rate^'^]. Subsequently, Tera- 
sawa et al. found the reaction rate was insufficient to provide a substantial flow towards 
heavier n u c l e i . Later, Bartlett et al. re-estimated the reaction rate, taking into account 
an approximate treatm ent of a ‘di-neutron’ capture c o m p o n e n t . This rate was 2-3 or­
ders of magnitude larger than  the Gorres rate. However, in r-process simulations of the 
neutrino-heated material above a nascent proto-neutron star, this increase did not signifi­
cantly affect final element abundances. It was found th a t ®He rapidly photodisintegrated 
in this high tem perature and high entropy environment. Nevertheless, in other possi­
ble r-process environments, such as neutron star mergers and prompt supernova shocks, 
where the entropy and tem perature are lower, the ^He(2n,7 )®He reaction may still play 
an im portant role.
In the Bartlett work, the resonant component of the reaction rate was calculated 
by treating the three-body reaction as two sequential two-body reactions, which could 
proceed by either
^He-t-n -> ®He 
5He +  n ®He*
6 t t „ *  . 6He* -> '’H e +  7 ,
or
n -k n —> ^n
^He-l-^n Gyg.
6u„* . 6]’He* -> '’H e+  7 .
Both reactions pass through the well known 2'*' resonance in ®He. In the second case a 
localised di-neutron, ^n, is assumed to be formed and then captured on to the "^ He. The 
“di-neutron” was approximated as a resonant state occurring at zero energy. One of the 
questions addressed by this work is how realistic is this treatm ent of the two-neutron 
system?
In the same way th a t the ®He 2'^ state could decay by two-neutron emission, proton 
rich nuclei can decay by the emission of 2 protons; so called two-proton radioactivity. 
In 1960 Goldansky first predicted the existence of nuclei which naturally decay by the 
emission of one or two protons''ll _ It was not until 1982 tha t the first experimental 
evidence of proton decay was found^^l. Then, in 2002, the first two-proton radioactivity
was observed in Since then, several proton rich nuclei have been shown to
decay in this way, including ®^Ag which has both one- and two-proton decay open to 
it^^^l. If both protons are emitted simultaneously this is considered to be “true” two- 
proton radioactivity. The experimental signature of this for spherical nuclei is predicted 
to be th a t both protons will have almost the same energy!^' ^^ 1.
A theory th a t has been applied extensively to  two-body reactions is R-matrix theory. 
One of the approximations built into traditional R-matrix theory is th a t three-body re­
actions do not occur. However, Lane and Thomas^^^^ suggest th a t three-body reactions 
can be considered within the R-matrix framework if treated as two sequential two-body 
reactions. Barker has further developed the three-body R-matrix formalism^^^l and ap­
plied it to various nucleil^^’ ^^1, including two-proton radioactive ones. These nuclei 
are modelled as a core with two valence protons. Since these reactions are treated as two 
sequential (two-body) decays, a valence proton or the core may be emitted first. This is 
called sequential and simultaneous emission of the two protons, respectively. Both the 
sequential and simultaneous decays have an associated decay lifetime and width. These 
must then be combined to get the to tal decay width. It is in general unclear if the two 
widths combine coherently or incoherently^^^].
Barker has found th a t in general the maximally coherent width is less than  or equal 
to  the experimental width in the case of di-proton decayf^^l This is better agreement 
than  th a t obtained from the incoherent width. In the one di-neutron case looked at by 
Barker of ^H, it is found th a t the coherent width is too large and the incoherent width 
agrees better with the experimental v a l u e Barker also investigates resonances in ^Be 
and ^B, which can be modelled as a  -k a; -k n and a  -k o; -k p respectively. In this case 
it was found tha t for most of these resonances the coherent width gave a value closer to 
the experimental width^^^L Barker concludes th a t agreement with experimental values 
is possible using R-matrix theory if coherence is assumed. However this then reduces the 
predictive power of R-matrix theory unless one of the decay routes is d o m i n a n t .
The ^H result is at odds with Barker’s findings for the other resonances. Therefore in 
this work the theory will be applied to the better understood 2+ resonance in ®He, and 
compared with the results from fully dynamical three-body calculations in an attem pt to 
ascertain how quantitive the R-matrix theory is, and how the R-matrix widths should be 
combined to get the to tal width.
The width of the 1.8 MeV ®He 2+ state was measured in 1965 by Ajzenberg-Selove et 
al to be F =  113 ±20 keV^^^L Although the 2+ state has been observed many times since 
then, there does not seem to be any other published values for the width of this state. 
Although Aumann et al found tha t the width they observe is “consistent with the known 
width of the state” Various theoretical methods have been employed to calculate the 
width of this three-body resonance. In [21], Csoto finds a width of F =  60 keV using 
the complex scaling method. This width is only 50% of the experimental width. In 
[22], Tanaka et al calculate a width of F =  70 keV using the analytical-continuation- 
in-the-coupling-constant method. This is 40% less than the experimental width. In [23], 
an algebraic model is used to determine the width by Vasilevsky et a l  of the 2"^  state. 
They calculate a value of F =  168 keV, which is % 50% too large. In [23] it is suggested 
th a t the differences in the results from the different models could be caused by different
descriptions of the system and different assumed neutron-neutron interactions.
In this work the method tha t will be directly compared with the R-matrix method is 
the Hyperspherical Harmonic (HH) Method. Previous calculations of the ®He 2+ width 
have been made using this method. In [24], Danilin et al. calculate a width of P =  40 
keV, which is 65% less than the experimentally measured width. Later, in [25], Ershov 
et al. use the HH method to find a width of ~  60 keV. In this work it will be possible 
to ensure th a t the same interactions are used in both the R-matrix and HH calculations, 
enabling a fair comparison to be made. The HH method is a fully dynamical three- 
body calculation. Therefore there are none of the coherent /  incoherent concerns tha t 
are associated with the R-matrix theory. The main aim of this work is to  compare HH 
calculations of the width of the 2+ state in ®He with R-matrix calculations, in order to 
help clarify whether the R-matrix widths should be combined coherently of incoherently 
to get the to tal width of the state.
Chapter Two of this thesis presents some basic scattering theory and establishes an 
appropriate a n interaction. Chapter Three investigates how to correctly treat the 
n-kn ( “di-neutron” ) system and establishes an n-kn interaction. Chapter Four introduces 
traditional two-body R-matrix theory and applies it to the o: +  n system. In particular 
to the Ps/2 and p i/2 resonances in ^He. R-matrix theory is used to  obtain resonance 
energies and widths for these states and compared with other published values. This 
chapter also establishes R-matrix boundary conditions for the ps/2 state. Chapter Five 
establishes interactions and boundary conditions for the ^He+n and a  -k ^n systems. 
Boundary conditions for the n+ n  system are also discussed. Chapter Six introduces the 
three-body R-matrix theory and applies it to the decay of the ®He 2"^  state. Limiting 
cases of the theory are also presented. Chapter Seven summarises the pertinent points of 
the HH Method and applies this method to the ®He 2+ state. The results of which are 
then compared with the results from the R-matrix calculations of the preceding chapter. 
Chapter Eight concludes this work and malœs suggestion for further study.
C hapter 2 
R esonances in the a-t-n system
The decay of the 2+ state in ®He is a three-body decay in which ®He decays into an 
o'-particle and two neutrons. If this three-body decay is modelled as two sequential two- 
body decays, a neutron can initially be lost to form the ps/2 (ground state) resonance in 
®He. Therefore, in this chapter, the cr-neutron interaction is studied and different ways 
of extracting the resonance energy and width of a state are investigated.
1 The S-M atrix
Due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle,
A E A t  > —, (2.1)
a resonant state with a lifetime r  has an associated energy width, F, given by the relation
r  =  5. (2.2)
Figure 2.1: The scattering of a valence particle of mass and charge Zy 
from a core of mass rric and charge Zc.
E  E r Re E
■■ -   , I
____________________
Im E
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the angle defined as the phase shift, 6^ , in the 
presence of an S-Matrix pole in the positive real and negative imaginary 
quadrant of the complex energy plane at E r — %F/2.
F can often be determined experimentally by measuring the full-width-half-maximum 
(FWHM) of an isolated resonant cross-section peak. A resonant state can also be de­
scribed, theoretically as a pole in the S-matrix. The partial wave S-matrix, S^(J5), can 
be written as^^^ ,^
SX^) =  (2.3)
where ôe{E) is the phase shiftb The value of |S^(E)|^ gives the probability of transmission 
of the scattered wave. In the case of real potentials, as used in this work, and for real 
positive E, |S^(E')|^ =  1. The S-matrix in the region of an isolated resonance in partial 
wave I can also be expressed as
In this form it can be seen th a t there will be a pole in the S-matrix at an energy E  = 
ER — i r /2  of the complex energy plane. Figure (2.2) shows a pole in the complex energy
plane and the angle th a t is defined by the phase shift. Using this Figure it is possible to
prove the equivalency of Equations (2.4) and (2.3).
Poles in the energy plane have corresponding poles in the complex fc-plane, where k 
is the wave number. The non-relativistic relationship between energy and wave number 
is described by
, (2.5)
where n is the reduced mass.
A. =  (2.6)iric + my
^For further explanation of the phase shift please see Section 2 of th is Chapter.
6
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Figure 2.3: The top diagram shows the complex fc-plane or momentum plane, 
containing several S-matrix poles. The bottom  diagram shows the complex 
energy plane and the corresponding location of the S-matrix poles. The 
pole labelled 1 is a bound state, pole 3 is a virtual state, poles 4 and 5 are 
resonances and pole 2 is a pole conjugate to the resonant state of pole 4.
Poles at different locations in the A;-plane have different physical meanings, as shown in 
Figure (2.3). Poles, such as those labelled 4 and 5, located in the lower right quadrant 
(positive real k  and negative imaginary k) are resonances. However, pole number 1 on 
the positive imaginary A;-axis is a bound state. Whereas pole number 3 on the negative
imaginary fc-axis is a virtual state. Pole number 2 is a pole ‘conjugate to the resonant
state’f^ '^  ^ of pole 4.
If pole number 1 is an s-wave bound state, and the potential binding tha t state is 
weakened, then the pole would move down the imaginary /c-axis^^^l If the potential 
continues to weaken, the pole will pass through the origin onto the negative imaginary 
/c-axis, becoming a virtual state, like pole 3. A virtual state close to  the origin causes 
a large cross-section at low energy. A bound state pole with angular momentum I >  0 
would also move down the imaginary A;-axis should its binding potential weaken. However 
at the origin the pole would split into two poles, both continuing to  move downwards but 
in opposite directions away from the imaginary axis. One pole forms a resonant state, 
like pole 4, the other is a pole conjugate to the resonant state, like pole 2.
Combining Equations (2.3) and (2.4), and rearranging to get an expression for the 
phase shift, gives
ta n 5 K i? )=  2 ( g ^ _ £ ) -  (2-7)
This formula can be fitted to experimental phase shift data  for real energies with F and E r  
as parameters. However the discontinuity in the arctan function makes this numerically 
impractical. By looking at Figure (2.2) it can be seen tha t
=  4 ( E _ I ) 2  +  r 2 - (2,8)
We will see th a t sm^{ôe{E)) is related to cr^ÇE) and the famous Breit-Wigner expression 
for a resonant cross-section peak^^^^.
2 N uclear Phase Shift
In the absence of a potential a particle has a radial wave function like th a t shown in 
the top graph of Figure (2.4). The distance between the nodes of the wave function is 
constant. If a particle is influenced by a potential then outside the range of th a t potential 
the nodes of the wave function will be shifted with respect to those of the free particle. 
The wave function has the same form as the free particle but it has experienced a phase 
s h i f t I n  the case of an attractive potential, the wave function is drawn into the 
potential and the wave function experiences a positive phase shift, as illustrated in the 
middle graph of Figure (2.4). A wave function in the region of a repulsive potential will 
be excluded from the region of the potential and experience a negative phase shift, like 
the wave function in the bottom  graph of Figure (2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Diagrammatic representation of the effect of a short range poten­
tial (indicated by the grey shaded area) on a scattering s-wave radial wave 
function. The top graph shows a scattering wave function in the absence of 
a potential. The middle graph shows a scattering wave function under the 
influence of an attractive square well potential near the origin. The bottom  
graph shows a scattering wave function under the influence of a repulsive 
square well potential near the origin.
2.1 T h e P oten tia l M od el
Using standard separation of variables methods^^^^, the full scattering wave function, 
can be separated into radial and angular components as
<^ ), (2.9)
where is a spherical harmonic. The radial wave function 'ipji{r), for a parti­
cle moving in a potential Vjp{r) with orbital angular momentum j  and orbital angular
momentum is found by solving the radial Schrodinger Equation,
H'ipjp{r) = Etl)jp{r), (2.10)
where E  is the centre of mass energy and H  is the radial Hamiltonian given by
=  —  ■2/i + (2 .11)df2 ^2
in one dimension. The potential U(r),  is a sum of three other components,
Vjp{r) =  Uws(î’) +  U so(r)(ls)j +  14oui(r). (2.12)
The subscripts ws, so and coul indicate Woods-Saxon, spin-orbit and coulomb potentials 
respectively.
W oods-Saxon P oten tia l
The Woods-Saxon Potential^^^^ is given by
Uws(0 =  1 g(r-Z)/aw, '
where Vfjg is the potential strength in MeV, r^s is the radius of the potential in fm and 
CKws is the diffuseness and also in fm.
Spin-O rbit P oten tia l
The spin-orbit potential is given by^
^This is not the standard param eterisation for the spin-orbit potential, often a factor o f 4 is included. 
Therefore in this work the spin-orbit strength is a factor of 4 larger than the values often quoted in the 
literature.
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SO Vso{t ) oc and is therefore primarily a surface term. Here is the potential
strength, r^o is the spin-orbit potential radius and Ckjgo is the diffuseness. For a particle 
with to ta l angular momentum j ,  the (^.s)j term  is given by
{Ls)j — -  [j{j +  1) — s[s +  1) — +  1)], (2.15)
where s is the spin of the valence particle, i  is the core-valence relative angular momentum
and j  =  £ ±  s, j  >  0.
Coulom b P oten tia l
The Coulomb potential involves the charge of both  the valence, and the core, Zc- 
Therefore, where one or both of the particles are neutrons, the Coulomb potential is 
absent. The Coulomb potential is given by
Z  ZVcoul(’0 =   ^ , r  > Tcouh (2.16)
ZçZ^é
'^ c o u l 2 2 V rcoul r < rcoui, (2.17)
where rcoui is the radius of the core modelled as a uniformly charged sphere. This work 
involves only neutrons and their interactions with Helium nuclei, therefore V;oui(?") is only 
mentioned here for completeness.
2.2 C alcu lating th e  P h ase Shift
A radial wave function outside a distance, R, beyond which the interaction potential is 
negligible, has the form^^^^
'ii)p{r) = A{Fi{r},p)cos5p-\-Gi{i'],p)sm6i). (2.18)
Here A is a constant, p = kr and p is the Sommerfeld parameter.
T] — acZcZy^^j (2.19)
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where ol is the fine structure constant and c is the speed of light (in a vacuum). The 
functions Fp{7},p) and Ge{rj^p) are the Coulomb functions^. In this work 77 == 0 and 
Fp{p) = Fi{r] = 0, p) and Gp{p) = GpÇr] =  0 , p) and are the regular and irregular solutions 
to the field free equation
,  e { e + i) vp{kr) = 0 . (2 ,20)
Inside R, the Schrodinger Equation can be solved numerically. The Runge K utta  method 
and the Numerov algorithm are two such methods which solve ordinary differential equa­
tions. The wave function is calculated iteratively in step sizes of h, using the knowledge 
tha t the regular solution has the boundary condition u^(r =  0 ) =  0 and behaves as
vp{r) oc near the origin.
The calculated wave function should match on to the asymptotic form given in Equa­
tion (2.18). The wave function is evaluated at 2 distances beyond R, Vi and r 2. (Corre­
spondingly pi = kri and p2 = At2.) This produces 2 simultaneous equations,
'ipp(ri) = A  [Fp{pi) cosSp +  Gp{pi) sin , (2.21)
i>e(r2 ) =  A[Fp{p2 ) cosôp F  Gp{p2 ) sin6i], (2 .22)
where A  cos ôp and A  sin 5p are the unknowns. This can be expressed in m atrix form,
f  M n )  \  ^  f  F i { p i )  G p { p i )  \  f  A cos 6/  ^ ^
V J  V ^ (P z) Ge(p2) J \  Asmop J ' ^
which can be solved for A cos Sp and A sin ôp and rearranged to give
3 a + n  resonances
In [31] n-CK phase shift data  for the s i/2, p i / 2  and 753/2 states in ^He are fitted using the 
same Woods-Saxon and spin-orbit potential for all 3 states. The fit obtained was “quite 
satisfactory” up to Ad 40 MeV. It was found th a t a depth of =  43.0 MeV, a 
diffuseness of =  0.70 fm and a radius of — 2.00 fm was required for the Woods- 
Saxon and I/q =  40.0 MeV, ago =  0.35 fm and rgo =  1.50 for the spin-orbit. For reference 
purposes this potential is called the Bang potential.
^In this work, the functions Fp{g, p) and Gp{g,  p), will still be referred to  as Coulomb functions, even  
in the absense of a Coulomb potential, 77 =  0 .
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The Bang potential was used in the program POLER^^ l^ which calculates a scattering 
wave-function, 'ijjh and matches it onto the asymptotic forms
M r )  =  ' - { H i - S e H r ) ,  (2.25)
^  (2.26)
at some matching radius, a. The functions and are linear combinations of 
Coulomb functions
= Gi{i-},p) + iFp{rpp), (2.27)
= Gp[r],p) ~ iFp{r],p). (2.28)
The functions and are the derivatives of 77/ and 77/ with respect to  p. In the 
case of ?7 =  0, the functions 77/ and 77/ are called Hankel functions.
Prom Equations (2.25) and (2.26), the logarithmic derivative of ■0 (^r) is given by
% / d r  _  A;(77/ -  S^77/')
77/ -  5^77/ (2.29)
As an S-matrix pole is approached, becomes very large, and so the 77/ and 77/' terms 
in the above are small in comparison and can be neglected. In which case Equation (2.29) 
simplifies to
Me/dr _  kHj'
M r )  m  ■ (
Therefore at an S-matrix pole
dil/p/dr A; 77/'
Mr)  Ht
produces contour data of
=  0. (2.31)
log 10 dit p/dr ^77 /'itp{r) 77/ (2.32)
for either the complex energy-plane or A;-plane, where the log^ Q is included for clarity of 
graphing.
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Figure 2.5: Contour plot of Equation (2.32) showing the S-matrix pole cor­
responding to  the P3/2 ^He state in the complex energy plane.
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Figure 2.6: Contour plot of Equation (2.32) showing the S-matrix pole cor­
responding to the p i/2 ^He state in the complex energy plane.
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Figure 2.7: Contour plot of Equation (2.32) showing the S-matrix pole corre­
sponding to the ^He s i /2 Pauli forbidden bound state in the complex /c-plane.
Figure (2.5) is a contour plot of the complex energy-plane showing a pole in the S- 
m atrix corresponding to the p ^ / 2  ground state resonance in ®He. A matching radius of 7 
fm was used. From the pole’s position in the energy plane the resonance was found to be 
a t jE/î=0.90 MeV above threshold with a width of F=0.87 MeV. The resonance energy 
agrees within 11% of the published value, Eji=0.80 MeV, from the [33] evaluation. The 
width is 25% larger than  the published value of F=0.648 MeV.
Figure (2.6) shows a similar contour plot for the p i/2 state. The S-matrix pole for 
this state was found to occur a t E r =1.72 MeV with F=5.70 Mev. The width agrees 
well (within 3%) of the published value of F=5.57 MeVt^^l The resonance energy agrees 
within 17% of the published value of E^=2.068 MeV^^^l
Unlike Figures (2.5) and (2.6), Figure (2.7) is a contour plot of Equation (2.32) in 
the complex /c-plane rather than  the energy-plane. This is because it is only possible to 
tell the difference between a virtual state and a bound state in the /c-plane. Figure (2.7) 
shows an S-matrix pole at Er=-9.76  MeV, F =  0.0 MeV. The location of this pole in the 
/c-plane indicates a bound state. However this Si/ 2  state is Pauli forbidden, if this were 
not so, this state would be the ground state of ^He.
4 The D erivative M ethod
The full expression for the energy dependent cross-section for a pure Breit-Wigner resonancet^'^^ 
is
15
a,(E)  =  g ( 2 ,  +  1) .in^(5.(E)) =  - l l ) ^ +  V -
A Breit-Wigner resonance is a narrow isolated r e s o n a n c e . A narrow resonance is one 
in which F <C Er.  An isolated resonance is one in which the energy separation to any 
other resonances is large in comparison with the width of the resonance. The siji^{ôi{E)) 
factor peaks when Si — tt/2 . Correspondingly, the right-hand-side of Equation (2.8) is 
at a maximum when the denominator is smallest, this occurs ak E  = E r .  The energy at 
which Si = 7t/2 is approximately equal to the energy at which the cross-section peaks, 
but not exactly due to the l//c^ dependence. Therefore for a pure Breit-Wigner resonance 
the point at which the phase shift passes through 7t / 2  gives the resonance energy. Also 
for E  > E r  the phase shift should go asymptotically to a maximum value of tt for a pure 
Breit-Wigner resonance.
For a pure Breit-Wigner resonance the point a t which the phase shift passes through 
7t / 2  is also the point at which the derivative, dSi/dE, is at a maximum. From Equation 
(2.7), the derivative of the phase shift with respect to energy is
_  2F
dE 4 ( £ i , - B ) 2  +  p -   ^ '
Evaluating this at E  = E r gives
dE =  I ,  (2.35)e = E r  ^
which means th a t both the width and the resonance energy can be determined from 
studying the phase shift.
However not all resonant states are pure Breit-Wigner resonances, in th a t their phase 
shift may not increase all the way to ?r. In fact the phase shift need not necessarily increase 
to  a value greater than 7t / 2 , let alone pass through it. Equation (2.34) also shows tha t 
the derivative of the phase shift is at its maximum value at E  = Er.  Therefore in cases 
where the phase shift does not meet the criteria for a Breit-Wigner resonance the point 
at which the derivative of the phase shift is a maximum and the value of the derivative 
could be used to  estimate the resonance energy and width.
Figure (2.8) shows the phase shift and the derivative of the phase shift for the ps/2, 
Pi/ 2  and s i /2 states in ^He calculated from the Bang potential. The top left graph of 
Figure (2.8) shows the ps/ 2  phase shift which is the only phase shift to pass through 
the <5^=90° (7t / 2 ) point. This gives a resonance energy E r  — 1.27 MeV and width F =  
1.657 MeV. This does not compare well with the published values of E r  = 0.80 MeV and 
r  =  0.65 or the S-matrix pole values of E r  =  0.90 MeV and F =  0.87 MeV.
The top right graph of Figure (2.8) shows the derivative of the phase shift with 
respect to energy for the ps/ 2  state. The point at which the derivative is a maximum
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Figure 2.8: Phase shifts calculated from the Bang potential for the pa/2, pi / 2  
and Si/2 states in ^He. Also shown are the derivatives of these phases with 
respect to energy.
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P3j2 PV2 Sl/2Method E r  (MeV) F (MeV) E r  (MeV) r  (MeV) E r  (MeV) r  (MeV)
Published^^^] 0.80 0.65 2.07 5.57
S-matrix Pole 0.90 &87 1.72 5.50 -9.76 0.00
Si =  90° 1.27 1.66
d^^/dE Maximum 0.91 0.94 1.95 8.42
Table 2 .1: Summary of energies and widths obtained for the pg/2, P1/2 and 
Si/2 states in ^He from different methods.
gives E r =  0.91 MeV and F =  0.94 MeV which compares well with published values and 
also the S-Matrix pole values.
The middle left graph of Figure (2.8) shows th a t the p i/2 phase shift does not pass 
through (5^=90° therefore only the point at which the derivative is at a maximum can be 
used to determine the resonance energy and width. The derivative for the pi / 2  state is 
shown in the middle right graph of Figure (2.8). This gives E r  — 1.95 MeV and F =  8.42 
MeV. The resonance energy compares well with published energy E r  =  2.07 MeV (within 
6%), but not so well with the S-Matrix pole energy E r  =  1.72 MeV (within 17%).
The bottom  graphs of Figure (2.8) show the phase shift and its derivative for the s i/2 
state. The location of the 51/2 S-matrix pole showed th a t this state is not a resonance. 
The phase shift also does not resemble a resonant phase shift. Therefore a resonance 
energy and width could not be determined for this state.
Table (2.1) summarises the energies and widths found for the different states in ®He 
using different methods. It shows th a t generally the 8 -Matrix pole values agree well 
with the published values, on average they agree to within 14%. The 6  ^ =  90° values 
on average only agree to  within 49% of the published values and to within 38% of the 
S-matrix pole values. The values from the maximum of dô^/dE compare much better. 
On average they agree to within 21% of the published values and 14% of the S-matrix 
pole values. This suggests th a t using the maximum derivative of the phase shift to obtain 
resonance energies and widths is a better method than  simply using the Se = 90° point.
5 N eutron-a  P otentia l
The Bang p o t e n t i a l h a s  been shown (see Sections (3) and (4)) to reproduce the pub­
lished energies and widths of the P3/2 and pi / 2  states states in ^He quite well. The Bang 
potential was fitted to experimental phase shift data  measured in the 1950’sf^^’
More accurate phase shift data  is now available; Bond and measured the phase
shift for the P3/2, Pi / 2  and Si/ 2  states up to  a neutron lab energy of 20 MeV in 1977,
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Figure 2.9: Graph showing the experimental phase shift data for the P3/2,
Pi/2 and Si/2 states in ^He from [39]. Also shown is the SFRESCO fits to the 
phase shift.
with error bars typically less than 0.5%. The program SFRESCO"^  can find a potential 
that best fits experimental phase shift data. The geometry from the Bang potential (the 
diffuseness and radii for the Woods-Saxon and spin-orbit potentials) was kept constant 
but the strengths of the Woods-Saxon and spin-orbit potentials were varied to better fit 
the more recent experimental phase shift data. A better fit could probably be obtained 
by fitting each state individually, however a simple n-a interaction is required for use in 
future three-body calculations of ®He.
SFRESCO makes use of a function minimisation routine called MINUIT^ ^^ ’ To fit 
the experimental phase shift data the function is minimised. For N  data points this 
is given by
J ' (2.36)
where ôi(Ei) is the experimental value and ASe{Ei) is the error in Se{Ei). Including the 
experimental errors serves to weight the fit towards the data points with the smallest 
error bars.
The experimental data^^^^ is read into SFRESCO as a function of lab neutron energy. 
However the lab energies are easily converted to centre-of-mass energies by the relation
^The program SFRESCO is the search version of FRESCO, which was developed by Ian Thom pson and 
uses a coupled channels model for nuclear reactions. Full docum entation including the user’s manual for 
FRESCO can be found at [40]. A full description of the FRESCO formalism is outlined in [41].
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Bang
X ^ / N
Fitted Bang
percentage decrease
P3/2 5381 106 98%
Pl/2 1987 1417 28%
Sl/2 1022 465 55%
Table 2.2: The / N  values for the phase shift for the pz/2 -, P1/2 and 51/2 
states in ®He. The phase shift was calculated using the Bang and the fitted 
Bang potential and the percentage difference between the two values is given 
in the final column.
E cora =  ^lab, (2.37)mc + ruy
and the results presented here are in the centre-of-mass frame for ease of comparison with 
previous phase shift plots.
If the fit agrees exactly with the experimental data  then =  0. However the experi­
mental data  contains errors, the A5^(£?i)’s, which means tha t usually the best th a t can ob­
tained is when ôf{Ei)  — 5i{Ei) ^  Aôe{Ei) and the fraction [{ôf^{Ei)—ôe{Ei))/Aôi{Ei)]‘^ % 
1. Therefore the best achievable value is % N.  The phase shift for each state has 26 
experimental measurements, therefore N  = 26. However for ease of comparison between 
data sets with different numbers of data  points it is usual for x^/Ef  to be given, which 
for a good fit Rd 1.
Figure (2.9) shows the experimental data  from [39] and the fitted phases. SFRESCO  
found a Woods-Saxon depth of =  44.21 MeV, and spin-orbit depth of =  38.91 
MeV produced the best fit. This is only a small change from the Bang potential depths of
=  43.0 MeV and — 40.0 MeV used in [31]. Table (2.2) shows the x ^ / N  values for 
the phase shift calculated from the original Bang potential and the new fitted potential. 
Averaging over all three states there was a 76% reduction in x ^ / E  for the fitted Bang 
potential in comparison with the unmodified Bang potential. The fit is particularly good 
for the Pa/2 state which fits the experimental data  to within 2%. Table (2.2) shows tha t 
the fitted Bang potential does reproduce the experimental phase shift better than the 
original Bang potential, although the x^/Ef  :$> 1, which would usually indicate a bad fit 
to the data. The large x!^/N is due to  the very small errors in the experimental data (less 
than 0.5%), however Figure (2.9) shows th a t it is a good fit to the experimental data.
Table (6.6) shows the widths and energies obtained for the pa/2, p i/2 and Si/2 states 
in ^He from different methods using the fitted Bang potential. For the pz/ 2  state, the 
S-matrix pole values agree extremely well with published values. The energy agrees to 
within 3.8% and the width agrees to within 1.5%. This is an improvement on the Bang 
potential as this only agreed to within 11.1% and 25.3% respectively. For the p i/2 state, 
the fitted Bang potential does slightly worse than  the Bang potential. The S-matrix 
pole energy is 19.9% smaller than  the published value and the width is 5.6% smaller. In 
general the fitted Bang potential gives S-matrix poles closer to the published energies and
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P3/2 Pl /2 Sl/2
Method (MeV) P (MeV) (MeV) F (MeV) E r  (MeV) P (MeV)
Published^^^] 0.80 0.65 2.07 5.57
S-matrix Pole 0.77 0.66 1.72 6.26 -10.30 0.00
dg = 90° 1.01 1.11
dôg/dE Maximum 0.75 0.71 1.90 7.54
Table 2.3: Summary of energies and widths obtained for the P3/2, p i /2 and 
Si/2 states in ®He from different methods using the fitted Bang potential.
Methods Fitted Bang Bang
Published - S-matrix Pole 7.7% 13.7%
Published - 5g =  90° 31.1% 48.9%
Published - dôg/dE Maximum 12.3% 2&7%
S-matrix Pole - 5g = 90° 32.2% 3&4%
S-matrix Pole - dbgjdE Maximum 12.3% 13.8%
Table 2.4: Average percentage differences between energy and width values 
obtained from different methods using the F itted Bang and Bang potential.
widths, indicating th a t the fitted Bang potential better represents the n-a  interaction.
As with the Bang potential, the ôg = 90° values do not compare very well with either 
the published values or the S-matrix pole values. There is % 20% difference in the energy 
and % 40% difference in the width. The dSg/dE maximum values do considerably better 
than  the 6g =  90° values. In the P3/2 state the energy and width agree with the published 
values to within 6.2% and 8.5% respectively. There is also good correspondence in the 
Pl/2 resonance energy, tha t agrees with the published energy to within 8.2%, but is in 
fact slightly worse than  the Bang potential which agreed within 5.8%. However there is a 
difference of 26.1% between the p i/2 width and the published one. The dôg/dE maximum 
values also agree well with the S-matrix pole values. The P3/2 energy and width agrees 
to within 2.6% and 7.0% respectively. However for the pz/ 2  energy this is slightly worse 
than  the Bang potential which agreed with the S-matrix pole to within 1.1%. The p i/2 
energy also compares well with the S-matrix pole, to within 9.5%, but the width only 
agrees to within 30.2%. This is further evidence of what was observed for the unmodified 
Bang potential in th a t the d5g/dE method gives values tha t are in better agreement with 
S-matrix pole energies and published values than  the 6g = 90° method.
Table (2.4) contains the average percentage differences between resonance energies and 
widths obtained from different methods and using the two different potentials. It shows 
th a t on average the fitted Bang potential does better at giving the published resonance 
energies and widths. In particular the S-matrix pole values and dSg/dE maximum values 
agree well. The 5g =  90° has better agreement from the fitted Bang potential than  from 
the Bang potential, but this method still does not agree well with experiment. Therefore 
using the dôg/dE maximum method to  obtain resonance energies and widths from the
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phase shift is better than the bg = 90° method. The dbg/dE maximum method also 
has the benefit of being able to  be applied to more states since it does not require the 
phase shift to  rise through 90°. The dbg/dE maximum method also agrees better with 
the S-matrix pole values than  the bg =  90° method.
In general all the methods agree better for the ps/ 2  state than the pi / 2  state. This is 
because the p^ / 2  resonance is a narrower resonance and fits the criteria for a Breit-Wigner 
resonance better than  the pi / 2  resonance. Since the sequential decay of the 2"^  resonance 
in ®He goes through the P3/2 ground state resonance in ^He, it is particularly important 
tha t the potential agrees well for the p ^ / 2  state. Since the fitted Bang potential agrees 
better with experimental data  on the phase shift, and the resonance energies and widths 
than the Bang potential, the fitted Bang potential is the most suitable to be used in 
future three-body calculations of ®He.
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C hapter 3
The ‘D i-N eu tron ’
When modelling the decay of the 2+ state in ®He as two ordered two-body decays, the 
first decay could be the emission of the a-particle. This leaves a two-neutron system or 
‘di-neutron’. The di-neutron is unbound and the correct treatm ent of the two-neutron 
system is looked at in this chapter.
1 Effective Range Expansion
The effective range expansion was first developed for the scattering of protons from 
neutrons^^^' . In general the scattering of a particle from a potential can be described 
completely by the phase shift. In the case of low energy s-wave scattering, the phase shift 
can be parameterised by two other quantities; the ‘effective range’, ro, and the ‘scattering 
length’, These quantities characterise the potential for low energy scattering. The
effective range expansion is given by e.g. and in the thesis of as the
low energy expansion of kcot{5g) about A; % 0,
1 1k cot 6g=(){k)   h —Tok"^  +  • • • (3.1)
0>a 2
The scattering length, as, is thus defined by the limit
— -  =  lim [k cot <^ =^o(A:)], (3.2)Go fc—»0
and is negative for unbound states near threshold. It can be shown using l’Hôpital’s Rule 
th a t a. is also
_  dôg=o{k)Ûg — dk
The scattering length and the effective range have units of length.
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(&3)
k=0
O n e -T erm  E ffective  R an g e  E x p an sio n
Using just the first term  in the expansion of Equation (3.1) and rearranging for 5g gives
^^ =o(A;) =  — tan~^(asA:). (3.4)
A derivation for this Equation can be found in Bethe^^ \
T w o -T erm  E ffective R an g e  E x p an s io n
Taking the first 2 terms of Equation (3.1) the phase shift is given by
<5.=o(fc) =  t a n -  ■ (3-5)
T h e  S -M a trix  as a  F u n c tio n  o f k
In the same way th a t in Equation (2.4) the 8-Matrix is described in terms of a pole in 
the complex energy plane, it can also be described in terms of its corresponding pole in 
the complex /c-plane,
where kj  and kn are the imaginary and real parts of the pole location in the complex 
/c-plane. The above can be rearranged to give
5t{k) =  -  tan -i ’ (3 7)
which is analogous to Equation (2.7) since both expressions depend only on the location 
of the S-matrix pole in the complex energy- or momentum-plane. In the case of a virtual 
state, it is required th a t kR = 0 and kj = 1/as, where as is the scattering length. 
Substituting this into the above Equation gives
e^==o{k) = — tan “  ^{ask) . (3.8)
This equation is in agreement with Equation (3.4), the one term  effective range expansion.
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Figure 3.1: The derivative with respect to k  of the neutron-neutron scat­
tering phase shift from the NNSCATTER program. The inset also shows the 
derivative with respect to k as it approaches A: =  0.
1.1 N eu tron -N eu tron  In teraction
In [47] a simple Gaussian potential of the form
K n(r) =  exp (3.9)
with a range of rnn =  1.8 fm and a depth of =  31.0 MeV is chosen to  “reproduce 
the low energy scattering data” for two neutrons in a relative s-wave state; namely the 
neutron-neutron scattering length and the effective range. This simple gaussian is an 
appoximation to the n-j-n interaction, but low energy (< 10 MeV) scattering properties 
are insensitive to the shape of the p o t e n t i a l . In [49], the 1998 review of effective range 
parameters, the values of Ug =  —18.5 ±0 .3  fm and ro =  2.75 ±  0.11 fm are recommended. 
In a 2006 experiment, Gonzalez et al. measured Ug =  —18.7 ±  0.7fmf^^^. This value is in 
excellent agreement with [49], thus showing tha t the values given in [49] are still adequate 
today.
This nn-potential was used in the n n s c a t t e r  program^ and the phase shifts were 
calculated. Figure (3.1) shows the derivative of the phase shift with respect to k. From 
Equation (3.3) the value of dôi/dk as k —> Q determines the scattering length. The inset 
in Figure (3.1) shows dS^/dk as k approaches zero, giving a value of Ug =  —18.6 fm, in
^The NNSCATTER program is a modified version o f the program s c a t  developed by Jeff Tostevin^^^h
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Figure 3.2: The n n s c a t t e r  phase shift and phase shifts calculated from the 
two-term effective range expansion (Equation (3.5)) for different effective 
ranges, Tq. A value of =  —18.6 fm was used.
agreement with both [49] and [50].
Figure (3.2) shows the phase shift calculated by the NNSCATTER program and some 
phase shifts calculated from Equation (3.5) using different values for the effective range, 
ro, and =  -18.6 fm. Figure (3.2) shows tha t a value of Tq =  2.8 fm gives the best fit to 
the NNSCATTER phase shift. This value is in agreement with the recommended value in
[49].
This shows tha t this simple Gaussian potential does indeed reproduce low energy 
neutron-neutron s-wave scattering data as stated by [47]. Therefore this potential is 
suitable for use in future three-body calculations of ^He.
2 Previous Treatm ent of The T w o-N eutron System
Figure (3.3) shows an S-matrix scan of the complex /c-plane using the program POLER^^ ]^ 
and the Gaussian nn-potential. The S-matrix pole on the negative real A:-axis shows the 
n-hn virtual state. The pole occurs at E r  = —0.12 MeV and F =  0.00 MeV. In [6] and 
[52], Bartlett et al. do not treat the n-Hn virtual state explicitly, instead the n+ n  system is 
treated as a Breit-Wigner resonance occurring at zero energy, E r  = 0.0 MeV. The width 
of this “resonance” , F =  0.10 MeV, was given by the FWHM of the neutron-neutron 
scattering cross-section peak. This section looks at the adequacy of this approximation.
A Breit-Wigner resonance at 0.0 MeV would be characterised as having Se{E = 0.0) =  
90 degrees and dôe/dE\E=o.o at a maximum. Figure (3.1) shows the derivative of the phase
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Figure 3.3: Contour plot showing the nn-scattering S-matrix pole correspond­
ing to a di-neutron virtual state in the complex fc-plane.
shift, dôi/dk^ against k. Since d5i/dk oc E^^‘^ dôi/dE,  and E^^‘^ is a smooth slowly varying 
function, then dS^jdk peaks at approximately the same energy as dô^/dE. Figure (3.1) 
shows tha t dS^/dk peaks at A: =  0 which corresponds to £' =  0.0 MeV, which is consistent 
with a Breit-Wigner resonance at zero energy.
The assumed values for the resonance energy, E r  = 0.0 MeV, and width, F =  0.10 
MeV, can be used to calculate the phase shift using Equation (2.7). Figure (3.4) shows a 
comparison between this phase shift and the NNSCATTER phase shift. The NNSCATTER  
phase shift reproduces the low energy nn-scattering data very well, thus a comparison 
with this gives an indication of how well the phase shift calculated from the [52] values 
reproduces the experimental data. Figure (3.4) shows tha t the phase shift from [52] does 
not reproduce the experimental data and is a bad fit to the NNSCATTER phase shift. 
Since Equation (2.7) was derived for a Breit-Wigner Resonance and it does so badly at 
reproducing the experimental data, it shows th a t treating the n-f n state as a resonance 
is an inadequate approximation.
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Figure 3.4: The nn-scattering phase shift produced using the Gaussian po­
tential in the NNSCATTER program and tha t produced using E r  = 0 and 
r  =  0.10 MeV from [6] (labelled Bartlett et al.) in Equation (2.7).
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C hapter 4
The R -M atrix
In this Chapter traditional two-body R-matrix theory is applied to the pg/g and pi/g states 
in ^He. R-matrix theory is used to estimate the widths of these states and a comparison 
is made with the previous estimates obtained in Chapter 2 and the published values. 
Appropriate boundary conditions are also discussed with a view to the later three-body 
R-matrix calculations.
1 R -m atrix Theory: A n Introduction
R-matrix theory is highly flexible and can be adapted to study any type of nuclear 
reaction^^'^l The theory is unconcerned with the detailed physical mechanisms of a 
reaction inside the nucleus^^^^, only surface properties such as the logarithmic derivative 
of the wave function at the surface are used. No assumptions about the wave function 
inside the nucleus are made. The theory is especially suitable for studying compound 
nuclear reactionsf^'^^, and has been applied extensively to such reactions, in particular to 
resonance ones^^^], such as those looked at in this work.
There are four assumptions at the basis of traditional R-matrix theory
(1) “Applicability of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics”
This assumption is justified for low energy reactions as the nucleon kinetic 
energies inside the nucleus are only a few percent of the rest mass energy.
(2) “Absence or unimportance of all process in which more than  two product 
nuclei are formed”
This means the theory cannot be used immediately for three body decays.
(3) “Absence or unimportance of all processes of creation or destruction”
This assumption basically excludes reactions involving photons, therefore 
processes such as particle production and annihilation are not included.
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(4) “The existence, for any pair of nuclei c, of some finite radial distance of 
separation Uc, beyond which neither nucleus experiences any polarizing 
potential field from the other”
Here ac is the matching radius, which in this work is simply a. This 
assumes th a t beyond a the potential describing the interaction between 
two nuclei can be w ritten as a function of radial distance only. The 
matching radius is discussed further in Section 2.
In R-matrix theory the matching radius, a, marks the boundary between the “inter­
nal” and the “external” regions. The internal region is th a t for which r < a and the 
external region is th a t for which r > a. The scattering wave function, 'ijj£{r), here written 
as can be expanded in terms of a complete set of orthonormal eigen functions in 
the internal region,
Cpî}p{r), r <a .  (4.1)
The wave functions, ^p(r), are R-matrix eigenfunctions, and are calculated from the 
Schrodinger Equation for a given two-body potential,
H'4)p[r) =  6p^p(r). (4.2)
Figure (4.1) is a diagram showing a central potential and the '0p(r) and calculated from 
it. Figure (4.1) illustrates th a t the index, p, relates to to the number of radial nodes, ri, 
in the internal wave function, p = n + 1. The i>p{r) are calculated using the boundary 
conditions
î>p{r = 0) = f) and / ) =  (  ’ (4 3)
\ M r )
where /3 is a constant. The fixed value of (3 ensures the 'ipp are orthonormal by rendering
the kinetic energy Hermitian over the finite region^^^l 0 >  r  >  a. f3 has units of inverse
length and therefore use of a dimensionless constant of
b = aj3 (4.4)
is convenient. The 'ipp are normalised over the internal region,
[  \'îpp{r)\^dr = 1. (4.5)Jo
The R-matrix, R  = R^{E), is defined in terms of 'ip{r) and /? as follows,
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Figure 4.1: A central potential, V{r),  and the corresponding R-matrix eigen­
state energies, e ,^ and wave functions, 'tpp{r).
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where the 1 /a  factor is included so th a t R  is dimensionless. The coefficients, Cp, of 
Equation (4.1) can be calculated from the relation.
Cp = [  (4.7)Jo
Using Equations (2.10) and (4.2), the above integral can be rearranged to  give
Jo 6p — ÎL,
It follows tha t
=  (4.9)2fi 6p — E  J q y  ^dr^
and using the product rule this can be rearranged,
1 r  d /  # : ,  - d-^
Evaluating this integral, then
and upon applying the boundary conditions given in Equation (4.3),
Substituting this back into Equation (4.1), evaluating a t r  =  a,
I " ' )
and rearranging, gives
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Pijj{a) — d'ljj^a) / dr ^  2fi ep — E '  
Substituting in from the Equation (4.6) definition of the R-matrix,
i^p(û)r
 ^ 2/xa tp — E (4.15)
and defining the reduced width, 7^, as
gives the R-matrix as^ "^^ ^
,2
p
Therefore there are poles in the R-matrix for E  = Cp. This means th a t the 6p are not 
only the R-matrix eigenstate energies, they are also R-matrix pole energies. The reduced 
width, 7p, has units of energy and 7  ^ is known as the reduced width amplitude. The 
pole energy and reduced width are analogous to, but not equal to, the E r  and F of the 
S-matrix. In this work the exact scattering wave function will be approximated by the 
lowest energy R-matrix eigenfunction, p =  1, together with an appropriate value of h. In 
this case the approximation to the R-matrix is
(4.18)
(: —  11/
where now 7  ^ =  7^ ^  and e =  Cp=i.
2 H ard-Sphere Phase Shift and M atching Radius
In order to apply the R-matrix to the aA-n system it is necessary to choose an appropriate 
R-matrix radius. The R-matrix radius marks the boundary between the “internal” and 
“external” regions^^"^]. A commonly used value is the sum of the radii of the colliding 
nuclei, ro(Ay^ -h A^^), where ro has a value in the range 1.4 —> 1.5 fm^^'^l In the case 
of ^He this gives values in the range a = 3.62 3.88 fm. Lane and Thomas^^^^ define
the matching radius as “The minimum radial distance beyond which neither nucleus 
experiences any polarising force from the other” . In other words the matching radius 
“marks the edge of a potential field which is smooth and refractive in character” , like
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Figure 4.2: The total phase shift, for the P3/2 resonance in ^He, calcu­
lated using the fitted Bang potential. Also shown is the hard-sphere phase 
shift, (f)i, calculated using a matching radius of a =  7.0 fm, and the R-matrix 
phase shift, (pi = 6i — (f)i.
the fitted Bang potential used in this work. Therefore, for all choices of matching radius 
greater than a, the deduced position of the S-matrix pole in the complex energy plane 
should have a converged value. In this section the effect of the matching radius on the 
resonance energy and width is investigated.
This section also introduces the hard-sphere and R-matrix phase shifts. In [54], De- 
scouvemont suggests that it is the energy at which the R-Matrix phase shift rises through 
7t/ 2  tha t should be used to determine the resonance energy and width of a state, rather 
than the point at which total phase shift is equal to 7t/2. This method of extracting 
the resonance energy and width information from the phase shift is compared with the 
methods previously considered in Chapter 2.
By definition, the matching radius, a, is outside the range of the potential. A radial 
wave function outside the range of the interaction potential has the form given in Equation
(2.18), therefore at r  =  a.
'ipe{a) = A[Fe{p) cos Se +  Ge{p) sin (5^ ], (4.19)
where p — ka. If waves were incident on an impermeable sphere of radius, a, then 
the wave function, 'ipe, must satisfy 'ipe{a) = 0. The resulting phase shift is called the 
hard-sphere phase shift, (pe- Applying this boundary condition to the general form above 
gives
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(pQ = - P
(pi = tan “  ^p — p
(p2 =
Aside 4.1: Analytical expressions of the hard-sphere phase shift for different values of 
i  for r] = 0 .
tan0^ Fi(p)Gt{pY (4.20)
The phase shift, <5^, can always be expressed as a sum of two terms,
Se = + <fe, (4.21)
where (pe is called the R-matrix phase shift. Figure (4.2) shows the to tal phase shift 
calculated for the P3/2 resonance in ^He calculated using the fitted Bang potential. Also 
shown in Figure (4.2) is the hard-sphere phase shift calculated using a radius oî a = 7.0 
fm and the R-matrix phase shift. Analytical expressions for the hard-sphere phase shift 
when 77 =  0 can be found in Aside 4.1 for ^ =  0 —^ 2 .
The S-matrix can therefore be expressed as
=  (4.22)
The S-matrix can also be expressed in terms of the tangent of the phase shift,
1 -b ztan^^S,(A;) = 1 — i tan  ôe ’ (4.23)
which is equivalent to  the definition of the S-matrix given in Equation (2.3). It can be 
shown from Equations (2.18) and (4.6), th a t the R-matrix is related to the phase shift 
by[46l
tan5f = pRF^jp) -  Ft(p){l  +  Rb) (4.24)
where p = ka and the ' indicates derivatives with respect to p. Substituting this into 
Equation (4.23) and using the definition of the Hankel functions given in Equation (2.28), 
then
Se{k) = (1 +  Rb) -  p R H i ' { p ) /H i ip )  Hj{p)(1 -j- 7%) -  /?7^E7+%p)/n+(^) 7f+(,9)
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(4.25)
Comparing this with Equation (4.22) gives
2i4>e _  ^  _  (1 +  Rh) -  p R H ^ \p ) lH ë { p )  . .
- Hf i p )  -  (l + Rb)-pRHr{p)IHt{pï
An alternative derivation for the part of Equation (4.26) can be found in Appendix 
A.
The nuclear phase shift from the program polerÏ^^I was used to obtain resonance 
energies and widths for different matching radii. The resonance energy is obtained from 
the energy at which the derivative of the phase shift is a maximum and the width can be 
obtained from Equation (2.35). Also investigated is whether there is a difference between 
the values calculated from the to tal phase shift, and those calculated from just the 
R-matrix phase shift, (pe. These values are then compared with the published values and 
S-matrix pole energies. Therefore resonance energies and widths could be found from the 
potential using 4 different methods:
(1) The S-matrix Pole
The resonance energy and width calculated from the S-matrix pole will be referred 
to as the S-energy and S-width.
(2) The Total Phase Shift
The resonance energy and width calculated from the derivative of the total phase 
shift will be referred to  as the (5-energy and (5-width.
(3) The R-matrix Phase Shift
The resonance energy and width calculated from the R-matrix phase shift will be 
referred to  as the ^-energy and (,^-width.
(4) The Derivative of the R-matrix Phase Shift
The resonance energy and width calculated from the derivative of the R-matrix 
phase shift will be referred to  as the d(p-eneigy and d(/?-width.
Figure (4.3) shows the different resonance energies for a range of matching radii, 
3 <  a <  10 fm, for the p ^ / 2  state in ®He. Three of the methods agree with each other to 
within a few keV; these are the S-energy, the (5-energy and the dip~energy. However the 
choice of matching radius has a profound effect on E r . The derived E r  for a =  3 fm is 
% 2.5 times larger than  the asymptotic values found for larger a. All three methods give 
a converged of result of E r  = 0.76 MeV for a >  6 fm, which is consistent within 5% of 
the published r e s u l t o f  E r  =  0.80 MeV. The (p-energy does not converge with others 
until a >  9 fm.
Figure (4.4) shows the width calculated from the 4 different methods in the same 
range of matching radii. The widths follow the same trend as the resonance energies 
in Figure (4.3) with much larger values found for small values of a. The S-width and
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Figure 4.3: Resonance energies, E r , calculated for the P3/2 state in ^He from 
different matching radii, a. For reference the horizontal line indicates the 
value published in the [33] evaluation.
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Figure 4.4: Widths, F, calculated for the 773/2 state in ^He from different 
matching radii, a. For reference the horizontal line indicates the value pub­
lished in the [33] evaluation.
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Figure 4.5: Resonance energies, Er,  calculated for the pi / 2  state in ^He from 
different matching radii, a. For reference the horizontal line indicates the 
value published in the [33] evaluation.
(5-width converge at F=0.66 MeV and F=0.70 MeV respectively. These values agree with 
the published width^^^l of F=0.65 MeV within 2% and 6% respectively.
It is interesting to note tha t in the region a <  5 fm the dcp-width agrees much better 
with the S-width than the (5-width. Then in the region a > 7 fm the (5-width agrees much 
better with the S-width than the width.
Figures (4.5) and (4.6) for the pi / 2  state show the same trend as shown in Figure 
(4.4) for the p^ / 2  width. The resonance energy and width for the S-met hod and (5-method 
reach converged values but those for the (/7-method and d(/?-method continue to decrease. 
From Figure (4.5); the converged (5-energy, E r  = 1.88 MeV, is closest to the published 
resonance energy, E r  =  2.07 MeV. The converged S-energy of E r  =  1.70 MeV also agrees 
quite well with the published value. In this converged region the ^-energy is consistently 
% 0.2 MeV higher in energy than the S-energy.
Figure (4.6) shows tha t the converged S-width, F =  5.26 MeV, agrees within 6% of 
the published value F =  5.57 MeV. The (5-width reaches a converged value of F =  7.54 
MeV. Again the p- and widths do not converge.
The S-method and ^-method values for E r  and F converge beyond 6 fm for both the 
P3/2 and Pl/2 states. This is due to the shape of the nuclear part of the potential used. 
Figure (4.7) shows the fitted Bang an-potential. For a >  6 fm the potential is small and 
slowly varying, causing the results to converge. The minimum value of a tha t gives a 
suitably converged result is 7 fm. This is consistent with the definition of matching radius 
given by Lane and Thomas^^^^ and quoted at the beginning of this section. Therefore a
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Figure 4.6: Widths, F, calculated for the p i/2 state in ^He from different 
matching radii, a. For reference the horizontal line indicates the value pub­
lished in the [33] evaluation.
matching radius of a =  7 fm is suitable for use in future three-body R-matrix calculations.
In general all the methods for obtaining the resonance energy and width agreed better 
for the P3/2 state than the p i/2 state. The ps / 2  is a narrower, lower energy resonance and 
as such is much closer to being described as a Breit-Wigner resonance than the p i/2 state.
The ip- and d(p-values did not converge. Figure (4.8) shows that the hard-sphere phase 
shift, 4>, does not converge with increasing values of a. This means tha t the R-matrix 
phase shift, pe, also does not converge. Whereas the total phase shift, 5e does converge. 
Due to the lack of convergence of the p- and dtp-values, and their poor agreement with 
published values, the R-matrix phase shift is not suitable for the determination of reso­
nance parameters, contrary to the discussion of [54].
3 P enetrability  and Shift Function
In this section the relationships between the resonance energy and R-matrix pole energy 
and the resonance width and R-matrix reduced width are derived. This requires two 
functions to be introduced and defined; the penetrability, P{E),  and shift function, 5 '(E)b
Looking at the pH^'{p)/H^(p)  term  of Equation (4.25)
Rn [14], the penetrability and shift functions are referred to as the penetration and shift factors.
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Figure 4.7: The fitted Bang Woods-Saxon potential used for the pz / 2  and 
Pl/2 states in ®He.
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Figure 4.8: Hard-sphere phase shifts, for ^ =  1 (p-wave) for matching 
radii in the range a =  3.0 —> 10.0 fm.
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pH 7\p)  _  G' {^p) -  iF',{p)
Hf{p) ^ G t { p ) - i F t { p ) ’  ^ ^
_  G'e{p)Ge{p) +  F^(p)Fe{p) ..p[F;(p)G,(p) -  F,(p)G^p)]
^ G«(p)2 +  F<(p)2 G«(p)2 +  F^(p)2 •
(4.29)
Using the Wronskian relation Flip)Gc{p) — Fg(p)Gg(p) =  1 this simplifies to
pHr'jp)  _  G'M Gejp)  + F[{p)Fe{p) , p
7ï7(p) ^ GKp )2 +  Fj (p )2 G((p)^ +  f((p )" '  ^  ^ ^
=  g (g )  -  iP{E),  (4.31)
where this last equation defines the shift function, S{E),  and the penetrability, P{E),  as
Similarly
g / '( p )
H i(p )P - E h ^  = S { E ) + i P { E ) ,  (4.33)
therefore Equation (4.25) becomes
, , , (i +  f i& ) - i ; [ 5 ( g ) - iP ( Æ ) ]
‘ (I + Rb) -  R[S{E) + iP{E)Y
Upon substituting for J7, the one term  approximation from Equation (4,18), and rear­
ranging, gives
2^iéE - { e - ' y ^ S { E ) - b ) ) - n ^ P j E )
' E - { e -  f  (5'(E) -  b)) -h i'y’^ P{E) ' (4.35)
There are no poles in the hard-sphere phase shift factor, therefore a comparison between 
the above equation and Equation (2.4) gives
ER = e ~  'y^{S{E) -  b) and T =  2j^P{E).  (4.36)
The shift function, S{E),  is so called because it shifts the R-matrix pole, e, to the reso­
nance energy, E r . The width, E, is known as the formal width, as it is not the FWHM 
of the resonant cross-section peak. From Chapter 2 Equation (2.8),
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Figure 4.9: Penetrability functions for ^ =  0,1, 2. Curves for the a + n  system 
are solid and for the n+ n  system are dashed.
Gi{E) oc (4.37)
making the substitution En = Cp — ^ ‘^ (S{E) — 6),
(Ji{E) oc 4 ( E - €  +  f  (S'(E) -6 ))2  +  p2' (4.38)
As the shift and penetrability functions are functions of energy, their inclusion in cr^(E) 
means tha t it no longer has a Lorentzian form and F is not the PWHM of the peak. This 
is explained in more detail in Chapter 6. A value closer to the PWHM is actually given 
by a quantity called the “observed width” which is derived in the next section.
Figure (4.9) shows the penetrability, as a function of centre-of-mass energy, calculated 
for £ =  0,1, 2 in the a + n  and n+ n  systems. Matching radii of 7.0 fm and 5.02 fm were 
used, respectively. The penetrability is zero for negative energies for all values of t  Figure 
(4.10) shows the shift functions calculated for the a + n  and n+ n  systems using the same 
matching radii and over the same range of i. For positive energies the shift function is 
always zero for £ = 0. For negative energies the shift function is calculated in terms of
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Figure 4.10: Shift functions for £ =  0,1,2. Curves for the ck+n system are 
solid and for the n+ n  system are dashed.
the W hittaker function^, as
W '
=  P y v ' (4.39)
Here W '  is the derivative of W  with respect to p. Equation (4.39) is the appropriate 
expression for negative energies since the only solution of the field free equation (Equation 
(2.20))^ with physical significance is the W hittaker function^^"^].
4 The Observed W idth
This section introduces the observed width and its relation to the formal width (discussed 
in the previous section). The observed width is more suitable for comparison with exper­
imental values than the formal width, as it is the observed width tha t gives the FWHM 
of a cross-section peak. (This will be shown later in Chapter 6 Section 1.)
^For 77 =  0, which is the case in this work, the W hittaker function reduces down to a modified Bessel 
function of the second kindt^" ]^. However, the 77 =  0 solution will be referred to as a W hittaker function 
in this work.
^The Coulomb functions F(, and G i are also solutions of the field free equation.
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Equation (4.35) gives an expression for the R-matrix phase shift, y,
f Pta n ¥ > -
Differentiating ip with respect to  energy gives
(4.40)
dip _
Ï Ë  “  (+ r.y2[S (P ) -  6] -  E f  +  ( f p ) (4.41)
where the penetrability, P , has been approximated to be independent of energy over the 
width of the resonance. Evaluating at P  =  Pj? =  e — ^^{S{Er ) — b) gives
dp
1 Ë
1 +  7^ ||U = gH  
f PE=Er
(4.42)
Prom Equations (2.35) and (4.21) the derivative of the phase shift with respect to energy 
at the resonance energy is given by,
dE E = E r
dp
dE +E = E r
d(f)
1 Ë E = E r
2
fd (4.43)
Here P° is the observed width. If the hard-sphere phase shift is approximated to be 
constant over the width of the resonance then
d4>
dË 0 , (4.44)E=Er
and Equation (4.43) becomes
dSe, dp
d Ë E = E r d Ë E = E r
dp 2
d Ë E = E r fô-
(4.45)
(4.46)
Substituting the above into Equation (4.42), and rearranging defines E® as
2+2p
1 + ^ 2 ^ !! d E \ e = E r
V
1 +  -2 ’' d E  \e = E r
(4.47)
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Figure 4.11: The lowest energy R-matrix eigenstate wave functions calculated 
for different boundary conditions, b for the ps / 2  state. Also shown is the 
scattering wave function calculated at the S-matrix pole energy, E r  = 0.77 
MeV. All the wave functions have been normalised to the same peak height 
for comparison purposes.
where F° is the observed width and its relation to the formal width, F, has been derived. 
(See Equation (4.36) for the definition of the formal width.) An alternative derivation of 
the observed width can be found in Appendix B of this thesis and in [53].
5 Boundary C onditions
In order to use R-matrix theory to estimate the width for the ps/ 2  and pi / 2  states in ^He 
a suitable choice of the boundary condition b must also be made.
In one pole approximated R-matrix theory the scattering wave function is approxi­
mated by just the lowest energy R-matrix eigenstate wave function. Therefore a suitable 
choice of b is the value tha t produces an R-matrix eigenstate wave function tha t best 
approximates the full scattering wave function calculated at the S-matrix pole energy. In 
the case of the ^He p ^ / 2  resonance the S-matrix pole energy is E r  = 0.77 MeV, and the 
scattering wave function at this energy has a logarithmic derivative oî p  = —0.029 fm“  ^
at a =  7.0 fm. This gives a value of b = aP = —0.2. Figure (4.11) shows the lowest 
R-matrix eigenstate wave functions calculated for different values of b and the scattering 
wave function for the p^ / 2  state calculated at the S-matrix pole energy. The wave func­
tions have all been normalised to the same peak height so tha t the shape of the curves 
can be compared. Figure (4.11) shows tha t indeed b = —0.2 best fits the scattering wave
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Figure 4.12: Lowest R-matrix eigenstate state wave functions calculated for 
different boundary conditions, b, for the pi / 2  state. The scattering wave 
function calculated at the p i/2 S-matrix pole energy of E r  = 1.72 MeV is 
also shown. All the wave functions have been normalised to 1 as in Equation 
(4.5).
b e (MeV) f  (MeV) F (MeV) F" (MeV)
Vzj‘1 -0.2 0.76 0.52 0.72 0.62
Pl/2 0.6 1.66 1.33 3.56 3.10
Table 4.1: R-matrix pole parameters, boundary conditions and formal and 
observed widths for the ps/ 2  and pi / 2  states in ^He derived from the fitted 
Bang potential.
function. The fitted Bang potential was used in these calculations.
Similarly, Figure (4.12) shows the scattering wave function for the pi / 2  state calcu­
lated at the S-matrix pole energy, E r  = 1.72 MeV. The lowest R-matrix eigenstate wave 
functions calculated for different values of b are also shown. The curves have been nor­
malised using Equation (4.5). Figure (4.12) shows tha t b = 0.6 produces the R-matrix 
wave function tha t best fits the exact scattering wave function.
Table (4.1) contains the values of b found for each state and the resulting R-matrix 
pole parameters found, as well as the formal and observed widths for each state. In 
each case the observed width is smaller than the formal width. This is because the shift 
functions always have a positive gradient, as shown in Figure (4.10). Table (4.2) shows 
the formal and observed widths as well as some of the other widths calculated in Chapter 
2 for both the p ^ / 2  and pi / 2  states. Table (4.2) shows that the observed width for the 
P3/2 state does indeed agree better with the published value than the formal width. The
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Tpub (MeV) Ts (MeV) Tg (MeV) r  (MeV) r°  (MeV)
Pz/2 0.65 0.66 0.71 0.72 0.62
Pi /2  5.57 5.26 7.54 3.56 3.10
Table 4.2: Summary of resonance widths calculated from different methods.
Tpub indicates the published widths from [33]. Ts indicates the width from 
the S-matrix pole. is the width from the maximum derivative of the phase 
shift, r  and T° are the formal and observed widths. These widths were all 
calculated using the fitted Bang potential.
observed width agrees within 6% of the published and S-matrix pole values. In the case of 
the pi / 2  state the observed width has worse agreement with the published value than the 
formal width. The observed width only agrees within 45% of the published and S-matrix 
pole values. However, since the sequential decay of ®He goes through the ^ 3/2 state, this 
is the primary concern and a good estimate for the width of this state can be obtained 
using R-matrix theory.
Chapter 2 established a suitable potential to describe the a n interaction. This 
Chapter has shown th a t a good estimate for the width of the pz/ 2  state in ^He can be 
obtained using this potential and an appropriate boundary condition of 6 =  —0.2. In the 
next Chapter potentials and R-matrix boundary conditions are discussed for the remain­
ing two-body sub-systems of ®He. This will enable three-body R-matrix calculations of 
®He to be performed.
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C hapter 5 
The n + a  and ^H e+n Interactions
In the next chapter a three-body, successive decay formulation of R-matrix theory is 
applied to the 2+ resonance in ®He. The decay is treated as two ordered two-body decays 
th a t can proceed via two different routes,
I: ®He(2+) ^  ^He(3/2“ ) -b n -> (a  -b n) -b n,
II: ®He(2+) -> a  -b "n(0+) ^He -b (n -b n).
This means th a t four sets of interaction potentials and R-matrix boundary conditions 
need to be established. The four potentials are:
(1) "He+n (I) (3) "n + a  (II)
(2) CK+n (I) (4) n+ n  (II)
The CK+n potential has already been discussed in Chapter 2 and boundary conditions 
were established in Chapter 4. The n + n  potential was also discussed in Chapter 3. 
This chapter will establish the R-matrix boundary conditions for this interaction, and 
the "He+n and the ^n+ a potentials are considered for the first time, and the boundary 
conditions established.
1 ^H e+n P otentia l
The "He+n potential was based on the o:+n potential. Therefore the Woods-Saxon 
geometry and spin-orbit potential of the Bang potential were used. The S-matrix pole 
of the "He pz/ 2  state is at 0.765 MeV above the o; +  n threshold. The 2+ state in "He 
is experimentally placed 0.824 MeV above the o; +  n +  n threshold^^^l Therefore the 
Woods-Saxon potential depth was tuned to place the S-matrix pole, for the "He+n pi / 2  
state, at E r  = 0.824 — 0.765 =  0.059 MeV. This yielded a depth of V^ g =  46.601 MeV.
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The exact scattering wave function at the S-matrix pole energy has a logarithmic 
derivative oi (5 = —0.13 fm“  ^ at 7.0 fm. Prom Equation (4.4), this gives a boundary 
condition b = —0.13 x 7.0 =  —0.9. Therefore this potential and these boundary conditions 
can be used in future three-body R-matrix calculations.
2 Potentia l
Since the s =  0 n+ n  system has a near-threshold virtual state but no bound states there 
are no ^n+ a scattering data. In the absence of scattering data three different ^n+ a 
potential models were considered:
(1) The Point Di-neutron ( or “2(o;+n)”) Potential
This potential is just twice the a + n  fitted Bang potential discussed in Chapter 2, 
with V^ o — 0, as the n + n  system has s =  0.
(2) The “cu+d” Potential
This potential is based on the CK-deuteron interaction used in the "Li two-body 
calculations performed in [56] and [57].
(3) The Bin Potential
This is a folded potential based on a description of the n+ n  system using a contin­
uum bin. It thus uses inputs from both the a + n  and n+ n  interactions.
The S-matrix pole for the nn-virtual state occurs at E r  = —0.12 MeV below threshold. 
This places the 2'"' resonance in "He at 0.944 MeV above this state. Therefore all three 
of the ^n+ a potential models had their depths tuned to place the ^n+ a  S-Matrix pole at 
this energy.
T he Point D i-neutron  P oten tia l
This potential is approximately twice the fitted Bang potential. It has the same radius 
and diffuseness of 2.00 fm and 0.70 fm respectively. Initially double the depth, V,^ ~  
2 X 44.21 =  88.42 MeV was used. However this potential was then too deep and the S- 
matrix pole in the ^n+o relative d-waves, corresponding to the "He 2'  ^ state, was bound. 
The depth of the potential was then tuned to place the 2'  ^ state at 0.944 MeV above 
threshold. It was found tha t a depth of = 71.26 MeV was required to do this.
The exact scattering wave function calculated at the S-matrix pole energy has a 
logarithmic derivative of (3 = —0.14 fm“  ^ at the matching radius of a =  7.0 fm. This 
gives a boundary condition of b — a(3 = 7.0 x —0.14 =  —1.0. The potential parameters 
are summarised in Table (5.1).
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potential C  (MeV) (f™) rls  (fm) b
2 (0: -f n) 71.26 0.70 2.00 -1.0
"a+d" 80.25 0.65 1.90 -1.1
Bin 39.75 1.14 238 -0.9
O' -h n 44.21 0.70 2.00 -0.2
n+n^ 31.00 1.80 0.3
^He-fn 46.60 0.70 2.00 -0.9
Table 5.1: Summary of the potential parameters and boundary conditions 
deduced for use in both steps of the two decay routes. The CK+n and ^He+n 
potential included the spin-orbit potential from the fitted Bang potential, 
discussed in Chapter 2.
 ^ Note the nn-potential is a Gaussian and not a Woods-Saxon potential.
Figure 5.1: ®He modelled as three-bodies; an a-particle and two valence 
neutrons. Also shown are the vectors as defined in the calculation of the 
^n -|- a  bin potential.
T he “a'-f d” P oten tia l
®Li has often been modelled as two-bodies; an a-particle core with a valence deuteron. In 
[56] and [57], a Woods-Saxon binding potential, in relative s-waves, with a^s =  0.65 fm, 
Tws =  1.90 fm and Vjjg =  78.50 MeV was used as this potential was found to  reproduce 
scattering data. This potential was found to be slightly too shallow for the present 
application as the ^He(2+) state S-matrix pole was too high in energy. A depth of 
=  80.25 MeV was required to place the S-Matrix pole at the correct energy.
The scattering wave function at the S-matrix pole energy was calculated using this 
potential. This wave function had a logarithmic derivative of /? =  —0.16 fm~^ at 7.0 fm. 
This gives an R-matrix boundary condition of 5 =  a/9 =  —1.1. Table (5.1) summarises 
the potential parameters and boundary conditions found.
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Figure 5.2: The folded Bin potential proposed for the ^n+o; interaction po­
tential. The Graph also shows a Woods-Saxon fit to the Bin potential.
The B in P oten tia l
The Bin potential is calculated using a program called This program uses both
the nn-interaction and the no-interaction to calculate an o  -H ^n interaction. Initially, the 
Gaussian potential used to describe the n-hn relative s-wave state is used to calculate a 
linear superposition of nn-scattering states over an energy (relative wave number) range. 
This range of k is divided into n quadrature intervals. In this case an energy range of 0 
—> 2 MeV and 200 integration points are used. So, the wave number, k, is integrated on, 
over a bin of width Ak.  The n-fn s-wave bin wave function, 0nn(i*), is given by
0 n n (r )  = (5.1)
with the radial part, f/(r)t^^l.
UAk{r) = ^  J  w{k) f (k ,r )dk .
Here w{k) is a weight function, chosen to be
(5.2)
w(k) = sin Se(k),
for reasons given in [60, 61]. The VV is a normalisation constant given by
(5.3)
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J\f = f  \w{k)\‘^dk. (5.4)
J A k
The f {k ,  r) are the real nn-scattering states, and are defined such th a t as r  —> oo
f { k , r )  cos 5e{k)Fi{k,r) F  sinSe{k)Gi{k,r). (5.5)
The bin wave function is also normalised,
(0nn|<^nn) — 1* (5.6)
To calculate the bin potential, F b m ( R ) ,  the bin wave functions are folded with the na- 
potential,
V b i n ( R )  =  (<l>nn\yna{ri) +  Vna{^2)\(l>nn), (5.7)
where the vectors, F2, R  and r  are shown in Figure (5.1). The vector R  joins the 
CK-particle to the centre of mass of the n + n  system.
For convenience the Bin potential was fitted with a Woods-Saxon. Figure (5.2) shows 
both the Bin potential and its fit. This potential is more shallow, extended and diffuse 
and was fitted by a potential with a^s = 1-14 fm, =  2.38 fm and =  30.61 MeV. 
However this potential was too shallow to place the ®He 2"^  state at the correct energy. 
A depth of — 39.75 MeV was required to lower the 2"^  state to the correct energy.
The CK +  ^n scattering wave function, calculated at the S-matrix pole energy, has a
logarithmic derivative oi P = —0.13 fm“  ^ a t 7.0 fm. This gives an R-matrix boundary 
condition of b = —0.9.
Table (5.1) shows the potential parameters for this potential and the other two can­
didates for the ^n+CK potential, as well as the appropriate R-matrix boundary conditions.
n^ +  a  P oten tia l Com parison
Figure (5.3) shows all three candidates discussed here for the o: +  ^n potential. All three 
of these potentials have been tuned to place the ®He 2+ resonance at the same energy, 
0.944 MeV.
Figure (5.3) shows th a t the bin potential is very different from the point di-neutron 
and “o + d ” potentials. This is due to how correlated the two neutrons are assumed to 
be within the models. Figure (5.4) shows the radial part of the deuteron wave function, 
|f7d(r)|^ (like th a t found in [62]), and the n + n  bin wave function, |C7aa:(’")P- The n+ n  
wave function is more spatially extended than  th a t of the deuteron, thus showing tha t 
the 2 neutrons in the bin potential are less spatially correlated than a deuteron. In the
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Figure 5.3: The three proposed potentials.
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Figure 5.4: The n+ n  bin wave function, and for comparison a
deuteron wave function, |f7d(r)|^, is also shown. The deuteron wave function 
was calculated using the analytic form found in [62].
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limit th a t the 2 neutrons form a point-like di-neutron then the nn bin wave functions^ 
|0nn(i*)P —^ ^(r). Upon substituting this into Equation (5.7) then
V'bin(R) ^  | [ K „ ( |R  +  r /2 |)  +  K » (lR -r/2 |)]< 5 (r)d r (5,8)
=  2i4a(R')* (5.9)
So, in the limit tha t the 2 neutrons form a point-like di-neutron, the potential between 
the Oi-particle and the di-neutron is double the neutron-a potential; this is the 2{a + n) 
potential discussed here. Therefore the bin and point di-neutron potentials are a t two 
physical extremes. The “a + d ” potential is an intermediate situation. However this 
phenomenological potential is quite similar to the 2 (a  +  n) potential, since the deuteron 
is bound and the neutron and proton are strongly correlated. T hat the bin potential is 
so much shallower and wider than  the 2(a + n) potential reveals tha t the two neutrons 
are less localised in the bin wave function. This is intuitively what one might expect for 
®He with its Borromean halo nature.
All three of these potentials can be used in the three-body R-matrix calculations. All 
three potentials are used and their results compared with experimental data  on the width 
of the 2+ state. In this way we assess the sensitivity of the calculations to the choice of 
the assumed a; n potential.
3 The n + n -P oten tia l
The n+n-potential does not exhibit a resonant state, it has a virtual state at E r  = —0.121 
MeV, therefore a different method of establishing b is employed. The o:+n fitted Bang 
potential produces an R-matrix pole a t €p = 0.76 MeV, which is close to the S-matrix 
pole energy, E r  = 0.77 MeV, for the ^He P3/2. Therefore a value of 5=0.27 was chosen 
for the n+n-potential as this placed the R-matrix pole at 6p = E r  =  —0.121 MeV.
Now th a t the potentials and boundary conditions have been established for all the 
required two-body channels and decay steps in the three-body decay of ®He, three-body 
R-matrix theory can now be applied to  the 2+ resonance in ®He. This is the subject of 
the next chapter.
hSee Equation (5.2).
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C hapter 6 
T hree-B ody R -M atrix Theory  
A pplied to  ^He
The 1.797 MeV 2+ first excited state in ®He decays to a + n + n , this is a three-body decay. 
Traditional R-matrix theory only includes two-body decays^^^l, but Lane and Thomas 
suggested th a t the theory could be extended to three-body decays by treating them  as 
two ordered two-body decays. Lane and Thomas presented some initial formalism which 
has been developed further by Barker^^^\ In the case of ®He, the ordered two-body decay 
of the 1.797 MeV 2^ state can proceed in two ways:
I: ®He ®He +  n —» ^He +  n +  n,
II: ®He-> ^H e+  '^He +  n +  n. (6.1)
Here ^n indicates the un-bound, spin singlet, 2-neutron system or ‘di-neutron’. Decay 
route I will be known as the sequential decay route since the neutrons are emitted sequen­
tially. This is shown in Figure (6.1). Decay route II will be known as the simultaneous 
decay route as both neutrons are emitted simultaneously. This decay is shown in Figure 
(6 .2).
In this Chapter the Barker formalism is presented and then derived in order to in­
vestigate its validity when applied to the decay of the 2+ state in ®He. Estimates of the 
width of this state are obtained. These will be compared with fully dynamical three-body 
calculations in the following Chapter.
1 Barker’s form alism
In this section Barker’s R-matrix formalism for the treatm ent of a three-body decay as 
two ordered two-body decays is presented.
If the three-body decay of the 2^ resonance in ®He is treated as two ordered two-
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Figure 6.1: The sequential decay of the ®He 1.797 MeV 2+ resonance through 
the unbound ground state resonance in ^He to the ground state in ^He. The 
energies of the intermediate state and final state are relative to the ®He 
ground state, in MeV. Q2n and Qi^ are the energies of the ®He (2+) and ^He 
(3/2“ ) states relative to the ^H e+n+n threshold. The energies, E  and V, 
are arbitrary energies measured from threshold in ®He and ®He respectively.
body decays, the decay must proceed through an intermediate state. In the case of the 
sequential neutron decay route, this intermediate state is the ps/ 2  resonance in ^He, the 
unbound ^He (3/2“ ) ground state. In the case of the simultaneous decay route, the 
intermediate state is the di-neutron (the n-n) virtual state. The Probability Density 
Function (PDF), p(V), describes the shape of this intermediate state and is given by
p{U) = c P2(y)-  Qln -  A2(U)]2 +  (1/4)P2(!;)2' (6 .2)
This allows the first step of the decay to proceed not just at the resonance energy but 
through the tail of the resonance as well, which is important for broad states. The 
probability density function^ gives the probability th a t the second step of the decay will 
occur at an energy, U. The energy, Qin, is the energy above threshold of the intermediate 
state, as shown in Figures (6.1) and (6.2). The width, P2(U), is the formal width of the 
second decay step.
(6.3)
This is the same expression for the formal width as derived in Chapter 4 and given in 
Equation (4.36). The second step of the decay is from the intermediate to  final state, 
which in the case of the sequential decay is ^He —> ^He+n and in the case of the simulta-
^The origin and properties of the probability density function is discussed further in Section 2.
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neous decay is ^n—> n+n. The subscript 2 indicates quantities associated with the second 
step of the decay.
The factor, c, in Equation (6.2) is a normalisation constant such that,
p o o
/  p{U)dU = 1. (6.4)Jo
The integrand p(U) gives the probability th a t the second step of the decay will occur. 
Normalising this integral to  1 means th a t this second step definitely occurs once the first
step has occurred. Due to computational limitations p(U) cannot be normalised over the
range 0 —>  xd MeV, therefore p{U) is normalised over the range 0 —> Umax MeV. Section 4 
investigates an appropriate value of Umax for both the sequential and simultaneous decay 
routes.
The quantity A 2 (U) is a linear combination of shift functionst^"^’
^2(U)  =  -72[S2(C/) -  (6.5)
This is the familiar —7 ^[S'(£^) — b] shift term, where the boundary condition, 6, has been 
set equal to 5^ 2(Qin). This choice means th a t from the expression E r  = e — 'y‘^ [S{E) — 5], 
E r  ^  e ^  Qin. A boundary condition of 5 =  5*2(Qin) gives a value of 5 =  —0.4 for 
the ^He —> a + n  step. It was shown in Chapter 4 th a t the optimal choice of b for the 
Ps/ 2  state in ^He is 5 =  —0.2. Requiring b =  ^ (Q in ) , is clearly in disagreement with 
the optimum choice of 6. By comparing Equations (2.4) and (4.35), it can be seen tha t 
the approximation b = %(Qin) is only valid if the width of the intermediate state is 
narrow and the hard-sphere phase shift can be approximated to be non-changing across 
the width of the resonance. As shown in Figure (4.2) this is not the case for the ®He ps/ 2  
state. Therefore this form of p{U), as presented by Barker in [15] is not expected to be 
appropriate for use in this case.
It is im portant to note tha t the inclusion of the energy dependent shift term  in Equa­
tion (6.2) means tha t p(U) does not have the form of a Lorentzian. This in turn  means 
th a t the width, F2, is not the width of p(V), as has been previously stated in Chapter 4 
Section 3.
The to ta l formal width from each of the decay routes in Equation (6.1) is given byt^^^
I\o t(S ) =  [  r , ( S ,  U)p{U)dU, (6.6)JO
6lwhere the energy, E , is an arbitrary energy in °He measured from threshold, as shown 
in Figures (6.1) and (6.2). The formal width of the first step, Pi(£ ', V), of the decay is 
given by
T,{E ,U)  = 2 ' y l P i { E - U ) .  (6.7)
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Figure 6.2: Simultaneous decay of the ®He 1.797 MeV 2"^  resonance through 
the di-neutron virtual state. Energies of the intermediate and final states are 
given relative to the ®He ground state, in MeV. Q2n and Qin are the energies 
of the ®He (2^^ and ^n (0+) states relative to  the '^He+n+n threshold. The 
energies, E  and C/, are arbitrary energies measured from threshold in ®He 
and ^n respectively.
In the sequential route this is the ®He —> ®He+n step and in the case of the simultaneous 
route this is the ®He —^ ^He+^n step. Quantities with a subscript 1 refer to the first step 
of the decay.
2 The Probability D en sity  Function
As discussed in the previous section, the form of the probability density function, p(t/), 
as presented in [15] may not be appropriate for the ordered decay of the 2^ state of 
®He. This Section will therefore investigate the origin of this equation. Lane and Thomas 
provide a derivation of Equation (6.2) in [14]. A single channel version of this earlier 
multi-channel formulation is presented in this Section.
Lane and Thomas define the probability density function as the interior norm of the 
exact two-body scattering wave function at energy V, ip{r, U),
p {U )=  (  |'0(r, V)|^dr.
J r = 0
(6.8)
This integral is a measure of the probability th a t the two nuclei will penetrate within the 
radius . Here the scattering wave function is defined to have a different asymptotic 
(normalisation) form from tha t previously used and given in Equations (2.25) and (2.26). 
Lane and Thomas define the asymptotic form as
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U) =  and dr . 1/2 (6.9)
where the f indicates the derivative with respect to p, where p =  kr. This definition 
differs from Equations (2.25) and (2.26) by a factor of 2/?;“ /^ ,^ where v is the velocity. 
Using the relation v = hk /p ,  the above can be rewritten as
4:(r, U)  == -  SeHT)  and # ( r ,  U)dr = i k ^ { H i '  - S e H f ) .  (6.10)
The scattering wave function in the internal region can be expressed as the sum over 
a complete set of R-matrix eigenstate wave functions,
V’(U (7) =  ^  Cp{U)'ijjp{r), r < a ,
p
as is also stated in Equation (4.1). Substituting this into Equation (6.8),
(6 .11)
pa p
I \'ip{r,U)(^dr =
JO  Jo dr,J 2 C p { U ) M r )P 
p
(6 .12)
(6.13)
(6.14)
Applying the one pole approximation to the above gives
r \r l ,{r,U)\^dr  = \Ci{U)\\  Jo (6.15)
Therefore the interior norm of the scattering wave function can be calculated from the 
R-matrix coefficient, C\ =  Cp=i, which is given in (4.12) as
C,iU) =  U)  -2ji € — U dr (6.16)
where e =  Cp=i. The asymptotic form of the scattering wave function is defined in terms 
of the S-matrix, S, using the definition of the formal width and defining
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A2(f/) =  7 l (5 2 ( t / ) -6 ) ,  (6.17)
Equation (4.35) can be rearranged to give
H i  y  a  -  (e +  A2(f/)  -  iV 2 {U ) l2 )J  • ^
This definition can also be found in [53]. Substituting this into the expression for d'lp/dr
given in Equation (6.10) and using the definition of the Hankel functions given in Equation
(2.28), the definitions of the penetrability and shift functions from Equation (4.32) and 
the Wronskian relation F'^[p)G^{p) — F^{p)G'^{p) =  1, gives
d^(g, U) _  —k [JF f  —2{U — e) +  2+^5 \  .
dr H t { p ) \ h k \ U - { t  + A ^ ( U ) - i V i { U ) l 2 ) ) ’  ^ ' ’
In the same way the /5'0(o, U) term  in Equation (6.16) can be rewritten as
m a ,  V) = - 0 ^  ( i / _ ( , / & , % ^ ^ r , ( [ / ) / 2 ) )  •
Substituting the above and Equation (6.19) into Equation (6.16) and simplifying,
r» (TT\ =  ^  r j j ^ P f __________ U —_e__________ \
 ^ I M y n k e - U H + { p ) \ U - { e  + A 2 { U ) - i r 2 { U ) / 2 ) ) '   ^ ’
Taking the square modulus of Ci, and using the definition of the reduced width given in 
Equation (4.16), gives
“  { U - e - A 2 { U ) ) ^  + {r2{U))y4'
Substituting into Equation (6.15),
I  !’/’(’■’ = ( [ / - £ -  A2(C/))2 +  {T2iU)YIA'
therefore by Equation (6.8),
^  { U - e - A 2 { U ) Y \ { V 2 { U ) Y / i -
This agrees with the Barker Equation^^^^ for p(U) given in Equation (6.2), where e =  Qi^ 
and b = S{Qin) and the h is lost in the normalisation.
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As mentioned in the previous section, the energy dependence of the penetrability and 
the shift term, A2(Î7), means th a t this expression for p{U) is not a Lorentzian, so tha t 
r  does not give the width of p{U). However applying a linear approximation to  the shift 
function means th a t the observed width, F®, gives a better measure of the width of p{U). 
This will be shown in the next Section.
3 Observed W idths
The Thomas Approximation or Linear Approximation (LA) is the approximation tha t 
the shift function is locally linear. Assuming the shift function, % ([/), is a linear function 
of energy, it can be expanded using just the first 2 terms of the Taylor Series,
^ 2 ( [ / )  =  % ( Q l n )  +
dS2([/)
dU ( [ /  -  Q l n ) .U = Q ln
Substituting the above into Equation (6.17)
A 2 { U )  — — + 2  I  S 2 { Q ln )  +  ( t /  — Q i n ) b \ .
U=Qin
and substituting this into Equation (6.24) and rearranging gives
(6.25)
(6.26)
p{U) =
( ! / -  Qin) + +  K r2 (u ))V 1+'Y2 iê\u=^Qiu
(6.27)
Using the definition of the observed width from Equation (4.47),
F2(U)
^  ^ 2  dU \U = Q ln
tha t was derived in Chapter 4, Section 4, and defining a new constant, c', as
(6.28)
c' = 1 +  7 | dU  lî7=Q in
Equation (6.27) becomes
(6.29)
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m  -  -f---------------------
TT I 72('S'2(<3ln)-6)^  — V i n  +  , , . 2 dS9 I-----------L "^'2 dt/
Then by defining a new (constant) shift term,
(6.30)
+ (r°(£/))V4
“ 72('^2(Qln) — 5)A° -  _________
7 2  dU IC/=Qi„
Equation (6.30) can be further simplified to give
(6.31)
[ t / - Q i n - A » f +  (r» (tl))74 '
Despite the observed width having some energy dependence through the penetrability, 
the above form of p{U) is closer to having the form of a Lorentzian. This means tha t 
the observed width is a better measure of the width of p[U). In the Barker lim it, tha t 
b = ^ (Q in ) , the Ao term  vanishes and Equation (6.32) becomes,
^  [ c / - Q i n f +  (r§(c/))V 4'
The above formula gives the shape of the intermediate state and the observed width, 
Tg, gives the width of this state. However it is the width of the initial 2+ state in ®He tha t 
is required. In [15], Barker  gives an expression similar to Equation (6.2), th a t describes 
the shape of the initial state.
Here Atot(E) is given byt^^^
p oo
,{E) =  I  —7^[S'i(E? — U) — Si{Q2n — U)]p{U)dU. (6.35)JoA t o t  '
This is again the familiar shift term, S{E) — 6, where the boundary condition, b, has been 
set equal to  5i(Q2n — U). The shift function, S i{E  — U), can be Taylor expanded about 
'S'i(Q2n — U). If only the first two terms of the expansion are used and the following 
expression for the observed width,
"  1 +  7i /cTM Si(S -  U )/dE]E=QmU)dU'
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is used along with the expression for the observed to tal width,
C t ( ^ )  =  f  r°{E,U)p(U)dU,  (6.37)Jo
then N{E,  U) can be re-written as
I*-*»!
This expression is consistent with the work by Kryger et g/, [63]. Equation (6.38) shows 
tha t it is the observed width, rather than  the formal width, which gives the width of the 
function N{E,  U) and therefore also the width of the initial state. Equation (6.37) should 
be evaluated at E  =  Q211 to get the to tal observed width of the ®He 2+ state.
Several different Equations have been introduced for the calculation of the PDF, p(U). 
It is in convenient a t this point to introduce notation corresponding to these different 
methods:
Pb Barker Equation (6.33)
P in  Interior Norm Equation (6.8)
P l & t  Lane and Thomas Equation (6.24)
P l a  Linear Approximation Equation (6.32)
Figure (6.3) shows the PDF for the sequential decay route calculated using the IN, 
L&T and LA methods. The PD F ’s were all normalised to 1 over the range Z7 =  0 10
MeV. Figure (6.3) shows tha t the LA and L&T curves agree well, indicating th a t the 
linear approximation of the shift function holds for the sequential PDF. The IN curve 
has a high energy tail th a t the L&T and LA curves do not have. This is investigated in 
Section 4. The lack of this tail means th a t the peak is enhanced for the LA and L&T 
curves, however in general they agree well with the IN calculation.
Figure (6.4) shows PD F’s calculated for the simultaneous decay route. These PD F’s 
were also normalised to 1 over the range V =  0 ^  10 MeV. The LA calculation does not 
agree well with the IN calculation in this case. The linear approximation holds well for 
the sequential PDF but Figure (6.4) shows this is not the case for the simultaneous PDF. 
This is because the neutron-neutron system has a negative value of Qin and is in an ^ =  0 
state. In this case S{U) is zero for positive energies and negative and finite for negative 
energies, with a discontinuity in the gradient occurring at zero (see Figure (4.10)). As 
the energy, U, is always positive then the two-term Taylor expansion given in Equation 
(6.25) of
(C/ —Qin), (6.39)
ï/=Qln
s ( f /)  «  5 (g i„ )  +
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Figure 6.3: The PDF calculated for the sequential decay route using the 
interior norm (IN), the Lane and Thomas form (L&T) and the linear ap­
proximation (LA).
is only true for positive values of Qin but not for negative values. A better approximation 
in this case is tha t S{U) = 0. Applying this approximation to (6.24) gives
p(U) = c (U — Q\n — 72^)^ +  1^ 2/4 (6.40)
Since the energy dependence of the shift term  has been removed, then in this case it is 
the formal width tha t gives the width of p{U) and therefore the intermediate state, and 
not the observed width.^
This introduces a 5th method for the calculation of p{U), this method will be referred 
to with the following notation;
ps=o{U) Zero Shift Approximation Equation (6.40)
However, this method is only appropriate for the simultaneous decay route, it is not a 
good approximation for a general case.
^Although if the shift function was Taylor expanded about a positive energy, then dS/dE\E=Q-^^  =  0 
in this case, so the formal width and the observed width would give the same result, T2 =  Tg.
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Figure 6.4: The PDF calculated for the simultaneous decay route using three 
different methods, the interior norm (IN), the linear approximation (LA) and 
the zero-shift approximation (5 =  0), Equation (6.40).
4 N orm alisation of the P D F
The probability density function (PDF), p{U), should be normalised to 1 over the range 
t/ =  0 —^ oo, as is shown in Equation (6.4). However for reasons of practicality the 
integral needs to be truncated to a maximum value, [/max- In [15], Barker normalises 
p{U) up to [/max =  20.0 MeV as the “one-level (or one-pole) approximation is not expected 
to be valid above this energy” in the case of Table (6 .1) contains the first 10 R-matrix 
pole energies calculated for the P3/2 resonance in ^He, and shows tha t the 2nd pole is quite 
low in energy and tha t therefore the one pole approximation may not be good for ^He up 
to the Barker value of [/max =  20.0 MeV.
Figure (6.5) shows the PDF calculated from the interior norm (IN) of the scattering 
wave function, as given in Equation (6 .8 ). Figure (6.5) also shows the PDF calculated 
from the first 2 R-matrix poles using the linear approximation (LA) given in Equation 
(6.32). This is not a full multi-pole calculation as no interference affects are taken into 
account between the two poles. The IN curve has been normalised to 1 in the range 
[/ =  0 —)■ 10.0 MeV. The sum of the two LA curves has been normalised to 1 over the 
same range. The IN curve exhibits a high energy tail which means tha t a minimum of 2 
R-matrix poles are required to account for this shape. The first R-matrix pole, ei, is the 
resonant pole, the other poles, €p>i, are considered to be background poles.
Figure (6 .6 ) shows the sequential PDF normalised over [/ =  0 —> [/max for values 
of [/max =  2.5, 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0 MeV calculated from both the IN and single-pole LA 
methods. The IN and LA methods agree best when [/max is small as the high energy tail
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Pole number Energy (MeV)
ei 0.76
2^ 9.61
3^ 33.82
64 69.71
es 116.67
ee 174.31
242.51
(8 321.30
eg 410.67
eio 510.62
Table 6.1: R-matrix pole energies calculated for the CK-n system with a = 7.0 
fm and b = —0.2.
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Figure 6.5: The PDF calculated from the interior norm (IN) and the linear 
approximated (LA) contribution to the PDF from the first 2 R-matrix poles.
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Figure 6.6: The sequential PDF normalised to different maximum energies,
[/max, calculated using the interior norm (IN) method and linear approxima­
tion (LA).
of the IN curve is truncated.
Figure (6.7) shows the sequential width calculated from the different PD F’s shown in 
Figure (6.6). It shows tha t the high energy tail of the IN calculation makes it impossible 
for a converged result to be obtained. The width calculated from the LA PD F’s does 
converge, a value of Umax = 10.0 MeV is sufficient to obtain a converged result.
Figure (6.8) shows simultaneous PD F’s calculated from both the IN and LA methods 
and normalised over the range f/ =  0 —^ Umax for values of Umax = 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0 
and 30.0 MeV. The IN curves exhibit a smaller high energy tail than in the sequential 
case. However this still has the effect tha t the 5  =  0 curve agrees best with the IN curve 
when Umax is small and the high energy tail is truncated.
Figure (6.9) shows the widths obtained from the different PD F’s plotted in Figure 
(6.8). The high energy tail of the IN calculation means that it is difficult to obtain a 
converged result. The 5  =  0 width converges more easily and a value of Umax = 20 MeV 
is sufficient.
Due to the difficulty in normalising p m { U ) ,  Pl a {U)  will be used to calculate the 
width from the sequential decay and ps=o{U) will be used to calculate the width from 
the simultaneous decay. The normalisation of p{U) and having used the one pole R- 
matrix approximation means tha t the second step of the decay definitely occurs and it 
only occurs through the resonance, not through any background contribution.
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Figure 6.7: The sequential width, F^^, calculated from different PD F’s nor­
malised to different maximum energies, Umax- Results from both the interior 
norm (IN) calculation and the linear approximation (LA) are shown.
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Figure 6.8: The simultaneous PDF normalised to different maximum ener­
gies, Umax, calculated using the interior norm (IN) method and zero-shift 
approximation (S  =  0).
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Figure 6.9: The simultaneous width, F^^; calculated from different PD F’s 
normalised to different maximum energies, Umax- Results from both the 
interior norm (IN) calculation and the zero shift approximation (5 =  0) are 
shown.
5 Spectroscopic Factors
So far in this work spectroscopic factors of unity have been assumed. Spectroscopic factors
are a measure of the probability tha t the nucleus is in a particular spatial configuration.
The definition of the reduced width given in Equation (4.16) of
must then be modified to include the spectroscopic factor, S,  as^^^’
(6.41)
2//a (6.42)
For every occurence of the reduced width in this Chapter, this redefined reduced width, 
which includes the spectroscopic factor, is used in preference to the definition given in 
Equation (4.16).
If ®He is assumed to have a pure (^3/2)  ^ configuration the spectroscopic factor for 
the ®He —^ ^He+n step would be 2. However, the ^He(2+) resonance may be modelled 
as ^He and a neutron in different angular momentum states, coupling to form the 2+ 
state. Three-body dynamical calculations of ®He were performed using the Hyperspherical
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'He —> ^He+n ^He —>• ^He+^n ^He -^ “^ He+n n+ n
L64 Ô39 LÔÔ LÔÔ
Table 6.2: The spectroscopic factors used for the different decay steps.
Sequential Simultaneous
2(cK+n) Bin a  + d 
T^TTkêV) 348 429 ÎL 2 SlsT"
Table 6.3: Sequential and simultaneous widths (in keV) for the decay of 
the ®He 2+ resonance. These widths were calculated using Pi,a {U) for the 
sequential decay route and ps'=o(L^) for the simultaneous route.
Harmonic (HH) method^®^’ these calculations are fully present in Chapter 7. Prom 
these three-body calculations, it is deduced th a t there is an 84% probability tha t the 2"^  
state has the [[a (g) 3 /2“ ]3/2 <g) 3 /2“ ] 2+ structure. This spectroscopic factor must then be 
multiplied by the number of valence neutrons, which in this case is 2 . Therefore this gives 
a final spectroscopic factor for the ®He —> ^He-t-n decay step of 2 x 0.84 =  1.68. Similarly 
for the ®He ^He-f-^n step, it is deduced from the dynamical three-body calculations, 
tha t there is an 39% probability the 2+ state has a [[n <S> n]o (g) a ]2+ structure. This gives 
a spectroscopic factor of 0.39 for this step. The spectroscopic factors for the other two 
steps, ^He -^'^He-fn and ^n n-f-n, are both 1.0. Table (6 .2) summarises these values.
Table (6.3) shows the widths calculated for both the simultaneous and sequential decay 
routes. These widths were calculated using the fitted Bang a-hn potential discussed in 
Chapter 2, the n-l-n potential discussed in Chapter 3, the ^He-{-n potential discussed in 
Chapter 5 and the three assumed o:~t-^n potentials, also discussed in Chapter 5. All of the 
widths calculated are considerably smaller than  the experimentally measured width of 
113 ±  20 keV, indicating th a t a combination of these decay routes is needed to account 
for the full width of the state. This is discussed further in Section 8 . The sequential 
width is more than  3 times larger than  the largest estimate of the simultaneous width, 
indicating th a t sequential decay is the dominant decay method. The 2(a-|-n) potential, 
which assumes a point like di-neutron, and the “a-f-d” potential, produces a much smaller 
width than the bin potential in which the neutrons are less spatially correlated, as was 
previously discussed in Chapter 5.
6 D ependence on Qin
It was shown in Chapter 3 th a t the nn-system forms a virtual state at E r  = —0.121 MeV. 
This gives a negative value of Qin, as shown in Figure (6 .2). A negative value of Qin is 
also consistent with a bound state, which the nn-system is not. In the intermediate ^n-j-o; 
state there is some ambiguity as to how to define the most appropriate Qin. Therefore 
this section looks at the Qin dependence of the simultaneous width.
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Fixed Potential Fixed Energy
®He-> ^He+n ^He-^ ^He+n ®He^ ^He+n ^He-^ ^He+n 
b -0.90 -0.20 -0.95 -0.40
(MeV) 46.6 44.2 46.8 44.3
E r  (MeV) 0.06 0.76 0.03 0.80
(keV) _____ 34.84 40.27
Table 6.4: Values used/found in the fixed potential calculation in comparison 
with the values used/found in the fixed energy calculation for the sequential 
decay of ®He. The Pla was used in these calculations.
The previous calculations have all used fixed boundary conditions and fixed potentials 
and found the R-matrix eigenstate energies. An alternative way of performing the same 
calculation is to fix the boundary condition and the energy and then adjust the potential 
depth. Such a calculation is required in order to investigate the dependence of the width 
on Qin. In the previous calculations the boundary condition, 6, was chosen in order 
to obtain a good fit to the scattering wave function calculated at the S-matrix pole 
energy. This procedure would be time-consuming to perform for a range of values of Qin- 
Therefore it is necessary and convenient to autom ate the choice of boundary condition, 
6, for each value of Qi^. From Equation (4.36),
E r  — e — 7 ^(S'(£'ij) — 6), (6.43)
therefore by fixing b = 5(Qin), E r  «  e. Barker used this relation in his work, as 
is explained in Section 1 and used in Equation (6.33) for p{U). Once the boundary 
condition has been fixed a Newton-Raphson iterative procedure can be used to find the 
correct potential depth.
Table (6.4) shows the values from the previous fixed potential calculations and the 
values from the fixed energy calculation for the sequential decay route. In general there 
is good agreement between the two sets of calculations. The only significant variation is 
in b for the second step in the decay, ^He—> '^He-hn. This is caused by the hard-sphere 
phase shift being significant in the ^He p ^ / 2  resonance, as is shown in Figure (4.2). Prom 
Equation (4.35), it is possible to see th a t the relation given in Equation (6.43) will only 
hold if the hard sphere phase shift is not changing across the width of the resonance. 
Although using Equation (6.43) is not ideal for the ps/2 ^He resonance, there is only a 
13% difference in the width, F°of
Table (6.5) compares the values from the fixed potential calculation and the fixed 
energy calculation for the simultaneous decay route using the previously discussed “ce+d” 
potential for the ^He-f^n potential. It was found th a t setting the boundary condition 
b = S{Qin) was not suitable for the ^n^n-f-n step in the decay. The program located 
potentials th a t bound the di-neutron since a negative value of Qin could correspond to a 
bound state. It was found th a t setting b = —S'(Qin) was a suitable boundary condition 
for the di-neutron virtual state.
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Fixed Potential Fixed Energy
®He—^ ^He+^n ^n—^ n + n  ®He^ ^He+^n ^n—> n+ n
b -1.10 0.27 -1.01 0.27
C  (MeV) 80.3 31.0 8&2 31.0
E r (MeV) 0.95 -0.12 0.95 0.12
F?ot (keV) 3.54 3.62
Table 6.5: Values used/found in the fixed potential calculation in comparison 
with the values used/found in the fixed energy calculation for the simultane­
ous decay of ®He. The was used to calculate these widths.
Table (6.5) shows th a t the two calculations agree extremely well for the sequential 
route, with only a 2% difference in the width, FJq^ . Having established a method for 
automating the choice of suitable boundary conditions and potential depths, the fixed 
energy calculations can now be used to vary Qin and investigate the dependence of the 
width on this quantity.
Figure (6.10) shows the simultaneous width obtained for different values of Qin. 
W idths were calculated using Pim {U) and Ps=q{U) [Equations (6.8) and (6.40)]. It was 
not possible to calculate the width at Qin % 0 due to numerical instability where the 
program switches from calculating the shift function using W hittaker functions for nega­
tive energies and the Coulomb functions at positive energies. The curves are asymmetric 
about Qin=0 because the behaviour of the shift function changes at th a t energy for ^ =  0. 
The shift function is finite for negative values of Qin and zero for positive values. Since 
the boundary condition, 6, is dependent upon the shift function, the behaviour of the 
PDF is also affected. Figure (6.11) shows the PD F’s used to calculate the widths for 
Qin =  —0.121, 0.020 and 0.121 MeV. Both Pi n (U) and ps=o{U) have a peaked shape for 
Qin =  —0.121 MeV. Whereas the curves for p i n {U) and ps=o{U), for both Qin =  0.020 
and 0.121 MeV, have a maximum value at V =  0. The total width for the decay route 
is clearly significantly affected by the shape of the PDF. In order to further understand 
these effects a systematic study of how the to tal width is affected by the shape of p{U) 
would be helpful. This is looked at in the next section.
7 W idth  o f p(U)
The previous section posed some interesting questions about how the shape of the prob­
ability density function (PDF), p{U), of the intermediate state affects the to tal decay 
width, Fjo^ -. Due to the uncertainty in how best to treat the nn-virtual state, it is clearer 
to  examine how the width of the p(U) distribution affects the width of the sequential 
decay route.
An extreme would be th a t p{U) has zero width and becomes a delta function.
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Figure 6.10: Dependence of the total width on the value of Qin for the 
simultaneous decay route.
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Figure 6.11: Probability Density functions calculated assuming different val­
ues of Qin.
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Figure 6.12: W idth calculated in the limit tha t p{U) is a delta function. Also 
shown for comparison is the width calculated from P b ( U ) .
Pô{U)  = 0{u -  Q i n ) ,  (6.44)
where Qin is the energy of the intermediate state above threshold. In this case the 
formalism presented in Section 1 simplifies extensively. The total width of the state 
depends only on the width of the first step in the sequential decay,
r»,, =  r ;(E ,Q in ).
The expression for F° given in Equation (6.36) also simplifies to become
(6.45)
r ;(E ,Q in )  = F i ( E ' ,  Q i n )1 +  Ji[dS{E — Qin)/dE]E=Q2n 
Substituting this into Equation (6.45) gives
(6.46)
F i ( £ ’, Q i n )
1 +  y 1 [ d S { E  — Q i n ) / d E ] E = Q 2 n
(6.47)
Figure (6.12) shows widths calculated in the limit tha t the probability density function 
is a delta function, psiU). Also shown is the width calculated from psiU). The widths 
are calculated for a range of energies, Ei, which is the energy of the ®He 2+ resonance 
above the intermediate state, as shown in Figure (6.1). As the delta function has zero
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Figure 6.13: Barker probability density functions, P l a ( U ) ,  corresponding to 
different reduced widths, 7 |.
width the decay is unable to proceed through the the tail of the resonance. Figure (6.12) 
shows tha t this is particularly im portant as JF ^  0. In the delta reduced formalism, 
oc P(Ei)  and the penetrability, P(Ei),  is zero for Ei < 0. This means tha t the decay 
cannot occur at all at E  =  0 unless it can proceed through the tail of the resonance. 
Figure (6.12) shows tha t in all cases the width increases with increasing Ei.
At the physical value of Ei = 0.026 MeV, Ts = 7.3 keV, in comparison with the full 
calculation which gives a value of Fg =  40.3 keV. This illustrates how important the 
width of p(U) is for small values of Ei, if the decay could not go through the tail of the 
intermediate state resonance in ^He the width would be less than half the value.
The functional form of the probability density function given in Equation (6.32) al­
lows the width of pla to be controlled directly by fixing the reduced width, 7 |. Figure
(6.13) shows different P la ’s for increasing 7 | ’s and Figure (6.14) shows the total widths 
calculated using these different p l a ’s . This shows tha t as p(C7) becomes wider, less like 
a delta function and more constant, the larger the width becomes. Interestingly, Figure
(6.14) shows tha t the total width is converging % 40 keV. This shows th a t no m atter how 
wide the intermediate state is the sequential width will never reach a value close to the 
experimental width of 113 ±  20 keV^^^].
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Figure 6.14: Total sequential width against the assumed reduced width, 73 .
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8 Interference
By extending R-Matrix theory to include three-body decays, assumption (2), which states 
th a t three-body reactions are absent or unimportant^, has been relaxed. Including three- 
body decay in the theory means th a t assumption (4) which states th a t for a pair of 
nuclei there is a distance beyond which the potential becomes negligible, may no longer 
hold. This has the effect th a t the two decay routes discussed here for ®He, the sequential 
and simultaneous emission of the two neutrons, may not be independent of one another. 
If they were independent the widths from each decay route could simply be summed 
incoherently.
Fine — (6.48)
c
to obtain the to tal width of the 2+ resonance. If they are not independent then inter­
ference can occur between the 2 widths. Assuming interference, the maximum possible 
to tal width is given by the coherent sum,
F c o h  — E « ) 1/2 (6.49)
Figure (6.15) shows the ®He 2"^  resonance widths calculated using the three different 
n^-1-û; potentials discussed in Chapter 5 and Table (6.6) contains the tabulated values for 
these widths. The observed sequential width, Fn+n, in Figure (6.15) is the same for all 
three ^n-f-a potentials since it does not require a ^n+ a potential for its calculation.
It is the coherent and incoherent sums of the sequential and simultaneous observed 
widths th a t give the “to tal” width of the state and can therefore be compared with ex­
perimental measurements. The experimental value for the width is 113 ± 20  keV^^^L The 
solid horizontal line represents this experimental value and the dashed lines indicate the 
error bars. Figure (6.15) shows th a t none of the data points are in this experimental 
region. The closest is the coherent Bin width of 85.4 keV, but there is a 24% difference 
between this and the experimental width. However, for all three proposed ^n+ a poten­
tials, the coherent width is closer to, but still less than  the experimental value. This is 
consistent with Barker’s findings for “di-proton” decay
Since R-matrix theory is unable to give a result closer to the experimental width, 
it would be useful to compare these results with others from more rigorous three-body 
calculations. Also, without being able to  narrow the choice of a+ ^n  potential, a com­
parison with experimental results will not resolve whether the R-matrix widths should 
be summed coherently or incoherently. Therefore, in the next chapter, fully dynami­
cal three-body calculations of ®He are undertaken, where ordered decay routes are not 
assumed and where interference will be taken into account intrinsically.
*See Chapter 4
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Potential Fine (keV) %age F exp Fcoh (keV) %age F exp
2(a+n) 39.1 35% 63.5 56%
Bin 46.0 41% 85^ 76%
“a + d ” 38.4 34% 60.6 54%
Table 6.6: Tabulated values for the coherent and incoherent sums of the 
sequential and simultaneous decay widths for different ^n-l-o; potentials.
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Figure 6.15: Calculated decay widths for the ®He 2"^  resonance when using 
different ^n+o; potentials. The Fn+n is the observed width calculated from the 
sequential decay route. The Fz^ are the observed widths calculated from the 
simultaneous decay route. The Fine are the incoherent sums of the sequential 
and simultaneous widths and the Fcoh are the maximally coherent sums. 
The solid horizontal line indicates the experimentally measured width and 
the dotted lines indicate the error boundaries.
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C hapter 7 
H yperspherical H arm onics
The hyperspherical harmonic method enables a fully three-body dynamical calculation 
of the states of ®He. Unlike in the previous discussion of R-Matrix theory, presented 
in Chapter 6, only one width is calculated which is the total width of the 2+ state. 
Therefore this width can be compared with th a t from R-matrix theory to determine the 
degree to which the two R-Matrix widths interfere with one another or can be summed 
incoherently. The Hyperspherical Harmonic calculations presented in this chapter were 
performed using the two programs e f a d d y  and STURM XX, as developed by Thompson 
et a lP ^ ’ 66,^
1 Jacobi C oordinates
A two-body problem with a central potential can be simplified by separating the radial 
and angular dependent parts of the wave function^^^^, as
=  (7.1)
The Hyperspherical Harmonic (HH) method simplifies the wave function of a three-body 
problem in a similar way. The radial variable in this case is the hyper-radius, pr, and 
there are five angular variables, collectively known as Hg.
Figure (7.1) shows the coordinates in which the physical two-body interactions are 
defined, these are labelled r^-. In order to simplify the kinetic energy operator of the three- 
body system, it is convenient to define a new coordinate system called Jacobi coordinates. 
Figure (7.1) shows one possible set of Jacobi coordinates, in which r  links two of the 
particles, b and c, and R  joins the centre-of-mass of the two-body sub-system to the 
third particle, a. It is useful to scale the coordinates r  and R  to give
■^ bc ~  The I'bc and y be,a ~  y/The,a, Rbc,a; (7.2)
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Figure 7.1: A nucleus modelled as three distinct bodies, a, b and c, where 
body a is designated the core and b and c are valence particles. Two sets 
of coordinates are shown; (i) the physical valence-core coordinates in which 
the two-body interactions are defined, Vab and and (ii) a set of Jacobi 
coordinates, R  and r.
Figure 7.2: The three possible sets of Jacobi coordinates for a nucleus mod­
elled as three-bodies. The first Jacobi coordinate, Xij joins two arbitrary 
particles. The second coordinate, yij^k joins the centre of mass of the first 
two particles i and j  to the third particle, k.
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where the /x’s are the reduced masses,
and the Ai are massless ratios. Ai = mi/fj,. Here /u is a unit mass, for example the 
atomic mass unit. Figure (7.2) shows th a t when modelling a nucleus as three distinct 
bodies, there are three possible sets of Jacobi coordinates. The first radial coordinate, 
Xij, joins any arbitrary pair of particles, i j ,  in the three-body system. The second radial 
coordinate, Vij k^, joins the centre of mass of the pair to the third particle, . Each 
of the two radial coordinates have associated spherical polar angular coordinates; 4>x 
and 6y, (j)y. These four angles are four of the fig set of angles. The fifth angle, 0^^, is 
called the hyperangle and is defined as
tan0ij- =  '^ ^ , (7.4)
U ij.k
and is therefore dependent upon which of the three Jacobi coordinate sets is chosen. 
Hence Q5 is defined as the angle set
^5  ^ ^ x i  ^ y i  • (7.5)
Unlike the hyperangle, the hyper-radius is the same for each coordinate set and can 
be defined as
Pr — ^J^fj  +  y'fj^k' (^-6 )
The hyper-radius can also be defined in terms of the distances, of the three particles
from the overall centre of mass,
=  (7.7)
i=l
where Ai is the massless ratio of each particle. The hyper-radius is thus invariant under 
translations and rotations^^^^. The hyper-radius gives an indication of the overall size of 
the nucleus. If the hyper-radius is la ^ e  then at least one of the distances between two 
of the constituent particles is large^^d. Similarly, a small hyperangle, 0^j corresponds 
to particle configurations in which the pair i j  are in close proximity. Following from 
Equation (7.7), the square of the hyper-radius would be proportional to the moment of 
inertia of the three-body system were it composed of point particles
In the case of ®He the two valence particles are both neutrons. This reduces the num­
ber of Jacobi coordinate sets required from three to two. Looking at Figure (7.2), the two
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right-hand coordinate sets become equivalent under exchange of the two neutrons, parti­
cles b and c. This coordinate set is called the ‘Y-type’. The left-hand set in Figure (7.2) 
is called a ‘T-type’ set. This is because when the valence particles are indistinguishable 
the centre of mass of the pair is equidistant from both  particles.
2 C oupled H yper radial Equations
The Schrodinger Equation, written in terms of hyperspherical coordinates, is '^rVOi
Here is the hypermomentum operator^^^^,
where I^(x) and P{y) are the squares of the orbital angular momenta associated with xi 
and yi motions. The hyperspherical harmonics, are eigenfunctions of with
L =  Z(x) +  Z(y). The hyperspherical harmonics are also eigenfunctions of
=  K { K  +  (7.10)
where K { K  A) is the eigenvalue and K  is an integer called the hypermomentum. The 
hypermomentum is independent of the choice of coordinate system. The hypermomentum 
is a conserved quantity in the case of either non-interacting particles or interactions tha t
are only dependent. This is approximately true for nuclei, therefore K  is considered
to be a “good” quantum number^^^l The hyperspherical harmonics are calculated from 
coupling 2 ordinary spherical harmonics^'^^],
=  Cè'"(0«) [yas>) ® YiM ]lm ■ (7.11)
The hyperangular dependent part, Cjr^"(©ij)> of the hyperspherical harmonic has the form
C^‘-'(0y) =  A rj^ '» (sin0 ij) ''(cosey)''P ('^% t% tY '(co«20i;), (7.12)
where the P^ ’^ ’s are Jacobi polynomials and is a normalisation factor.
The hyperspherical harmonics can be used to  construct a set of hyperspherical basis 
functions,  ^ of a given to tal angular momentum J M j,  as
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y KLM ^Sar JMj (7.13)
where in Equations (7.11) and (7.13) the [(g)] notation indicates vector coupling. These 
basis functions are also eigenfunctions of the operator K^. The quantity Xsa  is the total 
spin of the system resulting from the coupling of the two neutron spinors, %,
^5(7 =  [ X l / 2  ®  X 1/ 2 ] Sa (7.14)
The wavefunction (pr> f^s), for a given J'^, can be expanded in terms of a complete 
set of the hyperspherical basis functions^^^^,
K'r pr
(7.15)
The quantum numbers Ix, ly, L, S  and tt are included in the set 7  —> {lx,ly, L,
So as not to complicate the notation, the dependence of the ipK'y on J , and T k '~i on J  and 
M j, is implicit. The wave function, ipK'y{Pr)i has the asymptotic form given in Equation 
(2.21) of [69]. The above equation can be substituted into Equation (7.8) to give
EK'y h? / ( f  15 Æ2(%)Pr +  y  (Pr, ^ 5) — E
where the term  in Equation (7.15) has been included to remove the first derivative 
in Equation (7.8). Replacing by its eigenvalue (Equation (7.10)) and making the 
substitution K  =  E — 3/2 gives
'^K'i^PrT^ =  0 . (7.17)
The hyperspherical basis functions are orthonormal,
(7.18)
Multiplying Equation (7.17) by T ^ /y  and integrating over dQ,  ^ gives
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( < f  £ ( £ + l ) \  1
W  1 ^ )  ~ '^K-yiPr)
+  y i  /  (^5 ) h^(Pr, ^5 )T  (^5) V'A:'Y (Pr )cZ^5,
_  E (/: +  i)
2p ^dp? p?
(7.19)
E '0/^7 (pr) T  ^   ^hjy^ 7^ /<'7'0fC^ 7^  (Pr)? (7.20)
if'y
where
Vf<rv,i^7(Pr) =  (T%'Y I ( P r ,  ^5 )IT j ^ . y ) =  J  T*^,y{Ü5)V{pr,^5)'^Kji^b)d^5- (7.21)
By separating the diagonal and off diagonal elements of ViC'y^K'y and rearranging, the 
following set of coupled hyper-radial equations is obtained^hh] for each J^,
-h^ ( ^  _  C{C +  l)
. 2p  V P r  Pr +  h % 7 ,K 7  “  E '4^ K'y{Pr^  ^   ^ yK'Y,K'y'4^K'Yi,Pr^' (7.22)K'Yj^ Kj
For a reaction with a total of 77 =  reaction channels, there are N  coupled hyper-radial 
equations.
The potential used to calculate VK'y,K'y is the sum of the two-body interactions of 
the constituent particles.
V{pr j  ^b)  lZ n i ( l 'û :n i )  T ^0.^,2(1*0712) T %m(^Mi7i2) T hgB(pr);
where VssiPr) is a three-body potential of the form
(7.23)
U3g(Pr) = 1 +  (Pr/Po)^ (7.24)
Here po is the radius of the potential. In [69] this was given the value of 5 fm, as 
the mean value of the hyper-radius corresponding to the r.m.s. radius of the lowest 
shell model configuration for ®He falls in the range pr =  4.0 5.0 fm. The depth,
V35 , is tuned to place the ®He 2+ resonance at the experimental energy, 0.824 MeV 
above threshold^^^]. This tuning is required for comparison with the three-body R-matrix 
calculations performed in the previous Chapter, for which the 2+ resonance position was 
fixed. The three-body potential is discussed further in Section 6 .
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Figure 7.3: The total decay width of the 2+ state in ®He against the maximum 
hypermomentum used, K^ax- The data points are annotated with the depth 
of the three-body potential (in MeV) required to place the 2^ state at 0.824 
MeV above threshold.
The other potentials, Van and Vnn are the fitted Bang and Gaussian potentials dis­
cussed in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. The fitted Bang potential contains both central 
and spin-orbit terms.
The summation over K  given in Equation (7.15) is in principle infinite, however for 
practicality it is necessary to truncate it to a maximum value, Kmax- Figure (7.3) shows 
the width^ of the 2+ state calculated for different values of The data points
are annotated with the depth of the three-body potential, needed to place the 2+ 
resonance at the experimental energy. Figure (7.3) shows th a t a value of i^max =  30 is 
sufiicient to obtain a converged result for the width.
3 Solving th e Coupled H yper-R adial Equations
In this section the formalism for solving the coupled hyper-radial equations given in 
Equation (7.22) is explained. In order to do this, multi-channel S- and R-matrices are 
introduced. As was the case in the two-body calculations performed in Chapter 4, the 
R-matrix has an associated matching radius, Pmaxj and this section investigates the value 
of pmax necessary for a converged calculation. An appropriate value of pmax, as well 
as depending upon the potentials involved, also depends on the number of channel basis 
functions used, Q. Therefore convergence calculations are performed for increasing values
^How the w idth is extracted from the HH calculations is discussed later in Section 5.
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of both pmax and Q.
For an outgoing channel, i, labelled by the set of quantum numbers i —> {TT, 7 }, and 
an incoming channel, j ,  the coupled radial wave function, 'ijjijipr), (Equation (7.22)) can 
be expanded in terms of a complete set of multi-channel R-matrix eigenstates, </>f(pr)> as
’’P i j iP r )  = (7.25)
As described in [66], the <^'s can, in turn, be expressed as a sum over a complete set of 
channel basis functions, //(p r) ,
Q
4>KPr) =  E c f V / ( P r ) ,q=l
(7.26)
where the / / (p)’s can be chosen to be the solutions of the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian 
in Equation (7.22) in each channel i,
2iJb
d? +  1)
dp2 Pr +  Viiipr) -  & j  fiiPr)  =  0 . (7.27)
The sum over q in Equation (7.26) is in principle infinite, however for reasons of 
practicality must be truncated to a maximum value, Q. A reasonable value of Q depends 
on the matching radius, Pmax, for the calculation of the /^(pr)'s. The f f  basis functions 
are chosen to  have a fixed logarithmic derivative, /?, at pmax
d h if f iP r)
dp<jf (7.28)pi pmax
The choice of a constant value for (3 produces an orthonormal set of fiiP rYs  in the range 
pr = 0 pmax for oach channel z.
The coefficients, A^, in Equation (7.25) can be calculated from
A? = 12p €p — E ^  y 4^ i ^ij (^iPmax) (^iPmax)^
Sij {^11 (^iPmax) P^C  (^iPmax)^ (7.29)
where, as before, the %  are the Hankel functions, but the He  are the derivatives of 
the Hankel functions with respect to p^. This equation is the multi-channel analogue of 
Equation (4.12), where the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function from Equations
(2.25) and (2.26) has been substituted in. By writing the Hankel functions as diagonal
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matrices, H ^, the S-matrix, S, eau be calculated from a relation similar to  Equation
(4.25),
S =
H -  -  PmaxR(H- -  /3H-)
H+ -  p„axR(H+ -  /3H+)
(7.30)
This is the same as Equation (4.25) except the relations =  \H c  and b =  PmaxP have 
been used. In this case the R-matrix, R , is given by
% ( g )  =  E  . (7.31)2Wma. ^  e p - £ ?
W ith the calculation of the multi-channel S-matrix, the eigenphases can be calculated, 
and the width of the resonance obtained. The eigenphases are discussed further in Section 
5.
Figure (7.4) shows the width of the 2+ state obtained for different numbers of basis 
functions, Q, (see Equation (7.26)) and for different maximum values of the hyper-radius, 
Pmax- Figure (7.4) shows tha t to obtain a converged result for a particular Pmax? the 
number of basis functions Q % pmax — 5. Figure (7.4) also shows th a t the converged 
width is also converging as pmax is increased. The results from pmax =  25 fm and 30 
fm lie on top of one another and indicate th a t pmax =  30 fm and Q =  25 will yield 
the converged result. These widths for different values of Q and Pmax are tabulated 
in Table (7.1) and the converged calculation is highlighted in bold. Table (7.1) also 
contains the depth of the three-body potential, required to place the 2+ resonance 
at the experimental energy. The table shows th a t as Q and pmax increase, V^b decreases. 
Therefore the minimum values of Q and pmax required in order to obtain a converged 
result are Q =  25 and Pmax =  30 fm. These values will be used in the fully converged 
calculation to obtain an estimate of the width of the 2+ state in ®He for comparison with 
the results from the three-body R-matrix calculations performed in Chapter 6 .
4 Pauli Exclusion
The Pauli Exclusion Principle (PEP) states th a t no two identical fermions in a given 
system may occupy the same quantum state^'^^]. This means th a t some nuclear configu­
rations, such as the s i /2 state in ^He, are Pauli forbidden. Failing to take into account 
the PEP would mean th a t it would be possible for one of the valence neutrons to scatter 
into already occupied core states. In the K-convergence calculations of Section 2, and 
the Pmax and Q-convergence calculations of Section 3, the PEP was taken in account by 
applying a simple repulsive potential, V"rsp,to the n -a  sub-system in s-wave states, of the 
form
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Pmax(/^) Q F&  (MeV) r  (keV)
10 10 -0.764 7.730
10 15 -0.763 7.717
10 20 -0.763 7.724
15 10 -0.444 25.50
15 15 -0.404 25.57
15 20 -0.404 25.52
20 10 -0.860 58.87
20 15 -0.339 52.47
20 20 -0.320 51.80
20 25 -0.319 51.67
25 15 -0.534 76.93
25 20 -0.324 71.98
25 25 -0.312 71.75
25 30 -0.310 71.66
30 20 -0.440 74.75
30 25 -0.337 71.55
30 30 -0.327 71.60
30 35 -0.324 71.62
Table 7.1: W idths of the 1.8 MeV (2+) resonance in ®He obtained for different 
matching radii, Pmax? and different numbers of channel basis functions, Q. 
The depth of the three-body potential, Vg^, required to place the resonance 
at 0.824 MeV above the ck -1- n -f n threshold, is also shown.
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Figure 7.4: W idths of the 1.8 MeV (2'^) resonance in ®He obtained from the 
HH calculations for different matching radii, Pmaxi and number of channel 
basis functions, Q.
Ksp =  50 exp (7.32)
However, a more accurate method is to apply Pauli Projection Operators (PPO ’s). The 
P P O ’s move the forbidden eigenstates to a large positive energy (eg: 1000 MeV) so they 
can not affect the states of interest^'^^L
For a system with one or more occupied nucleon states, \um)-, of the core nucleus, 
flexible three-body functions can be constructed, Umnix^y), defined by
(7.33)
Here the m  labels the (forbidden) occupied state and n labels one of a complete set of 
fitting (spline) functions. The vectors x  and y  refer to the y-type set of Jacobi coordinates, 
for example the right hand coordinate set shown in Figure (7.2). For a state of spin-parity, 
the Umn can be expressed in terms of the hyperspherical basis functions, fi(pr)i of 
Equation (7.27), by
Umn(x,  2/ )  =  ^  ^ L J f ( P r ) T : ( n s ) .  ( 7 .3 4 )
iq
Following [66], to satisfy {um(x)\'4)ij) = 0, (i.e. tha t the ipij has no forbidden component
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Figure 7.5: The total decay width, Frsp, of the 2 "^  state in ®He calculated using 
a repulsive s-wave potential against tha t calculated using Pauli projection
The dashed line is the Properators, Fppo, for different values of Kmax 
Frsp line.
p p o
in each multichannel eigenstate p), requires the solution of the linear equations
< n i C r  =  0 , (7.35)
qi
for the expansion coefficients in terms of the Cf^ of Equation (7.26).
Having thus determined the Umn for all forbidden states, m, and splines, n, these are 
used, as discussed in [66], to construct the projection operator of the occupied states. 
The three-body problem is then solved in the allowed subspace of states by introduction 
of the projection operator, the forbidden eigenstates being removed by attributing to 
them a large positive energy eigenvalue, commonly referred to as the Pauli Projection 
Operator (PPO) technique.
Figure (7.5) shows a comparison between the widths calculated using a repulsive s- 
wave potential, Frsp, and those calculated using the P P O ’s, Fppo, for different values of 
Amax- As indicated by the Fppo =  Frsp line in Figure (7.5), the two widths agree well, 
within 1% of each other. As was the case in the previous section, the depth of the 
three-body potential was tuned to place the 2+ resonance at the experimental energy. 
The P P O ’s required a slightly deeper potential, % 0.016 —> 0.018 MeV deeper, than the 
repulsive s-wave potential. The depths of the three-body potential required for the widths 
calculated using the repulsive s-wave potential are given in Figure (7.3).
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Since P^ gp and Fppo agree so well, either method can be used to take into account 
the PE R  However using the repulsive s-wave potential method requires less time for the 
program to run than using the P P O ’s. Therefore the repulsive s-wave potential method 
was used for the rest of the HH calculations performed in this work.
5 The Eigenphase Shift
This section introduces the eigenphase shift and establishes how the resonance width can 
be obtained using the multi-channel eigenphases in a similar way as the phase shift was 
used in the single channel, two-body calculations performed in Chapters 2 and 4.
5.1 C alculating th e  E igenphases
Multi-channel resonances, such as those th a t arise as solutions of the three-body hyper­
spherical calculations, are normally too complicated to  be described using Breit Wigner 
f o r m s i n  any single channel. Nevertheless eigenphase shifts can be used to characterise 
these resonances.
The unitary multi-channel S-matrix can be diagonalised.
(7,36)
where [/ is a  unitary m atrix and 5*, is the eigenphase in the c h a n n e l l  ''*1. The in the
above Equation (7.36) are eigenvalues of unit norm, which therefore have corresponding 
eigenvectors. For a system with n  channels these are
A: =  1, • • • , n. (7.37)
which are orthogonal.
E k 'k (7.38)
and complete.
— ôij. (7.39)
Introducing the Hermitian matrices where is an n x n  matrix with elements
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4  =  (7.40)
then from Equations (7.38) and (7.39) these matrices satisfy
n^k^k' ^  ^kk'^k' and =  / ,  (7.41)
fc=l
where 7 is a unit matrix. Therefore, the S-matrix is given by
n
S =  ^ e ^ ’^ ‘ E''. (7.42)
fc=l
In order to clarify this formalism, a two-channel example is elucidated in Appendix D.
It is interesting to note tha t the unitarity of the S-matrix, S, can be verified using the
above Equation.
5.2 E igenphases and R eson ant W id th
This section examines how the eigenphases can be used to obtain the width of a multi­
channel resonant state. The to tal eigenphase shift for a state of given in n  channels, 
A {E ), is given by
A {E ) = J 2 ^ k (E )-  (7.43)
fc=l
On resonance only one of the eigenphases, as defined, passes through or A7r-l-7r/2
for some integer, N . This particular eigenphase is called the resonant phase, ôr. In [75] 
it is shown th a t A {E ) has the same form of energy dependence as the phase shift in a 
single channel reaction, namely
ZXJ5) == /\o(#)-bdY (a;), (7/Wj
=  A o(£) +  t a n - ( ^ ^ ^ ^ )  (7.45)
where A q(-E') is the sum over all other (background) eigenphases,
A o(g) =  ^ 4 ( E ) ,  (7.46)
k^r
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Figure 7.6: The total eigenphase shift, A (E ), resonant eigenphase, ôr, and 
background eigenphases, A q{E) against energy, are shown on the left, their 
derivatives (with respect to energy) are shown on the right. These eigen­
phases were calculated using K^ax = 30, Pmax =  30 fm and Q = 25.
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provided th a t Ao{E) is a slowly varying function of energy. This means th a t the resonance 
energy and width can be extracted from A {E ) using Equation (2.35) in the same way 
as was used for the single channel phase shift, Si. By taking the derivative of Equation 
(7.45)
dA {E ) dAo{E) 2 r
dE  dE i { E R - E Y  + T^'  ^ '
and under the assumption th a t Aa{E) is slowly varying, and evaluating at E  = En
dA {E ) =  & (7.48)
E = E r  ^dE
However, if Ao(E) is not a sufficiently slowly varying function of energy then
2 dA{E )
F dE
which is the same as
(fAo(E!)
E = E r
(7 49)
E —E r
2  d S r
1 Ë (7.50)E = E r
Therefore either the to tal eigenphase or just the resonant phase can be used to determine 
the width depending on how A q{E) varies with energy.
Figure (7.6) shows the to tal eigenphase shift, A {E ), the resonant eigenphase, Sr, and 
background eigenphases, A q{E) against energy. These phases were calculated using a 
repulsive s-wave potential to take into account Pauli exclusion, a maximum value of 
hypermomentum of K^ax =  30, a matching radius of pmax =  30 fm and a maximum 
number of channel basis states of Q =  25. Figure (7.6) shows th a t the to ta l eigenphase 
is indeed dominated by the resonant phase. The background eigenphases also vary only 
slightly over the width of the resonance. Thus indicating tha t the to tal eigenphase shift 
is adequate for establishing the width of a resonant state.
Figure (7.7) shows the converged widths, F, for different values of p^ax against the 
width calculated from just the resonant eigenphase, P^. Figure (7.7) shows th a t as pmax 
increases the agreement between F and F^ decreases, indicating th a t the background 
eigenphases become more significant. However, at worst, there is only a 7% difference.
The to tal eigenphase, A {E ), is also simpler to use than the resonant eigenphase, 
S r{ E ) .  This is because the program STURM XX does not write the eigenphase data  for 
a channel, fc, to one column. Figure (7.8) shows the eigenphase data from the first 8 
columns of the data file. This means th a t the resonant eigenphase data must be pieced 
together after the program has finished. However the to tal eigen phase can be found by 
simply summing over all the columns of data.
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Figure 7.7: W idth of the ®He 2"*" resonance calculated using only the resonant 
eigenphase, F^, against the width calculated from the total eigenphase shift, 
P. The widths were calculated using different values of matching radius, 
Pmax, with Q >  pmax ~  5 to obtaiu a converged result.
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Figure 7.8: Eigenphases, 5k{E), calculated by the program S T U R M X X . The 
eigenphase for a particular channel, k, is read out to a different column for 
different energies, E. The eigenphases from the first 8 data columns are 
shown here.
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Figure 7.9: W idths calculated using different strengths of the n + n  potential, 
and different radii of the three-body potential, po =  2.0 fm and 5.0 fm.
As it is easier to obtain the to tal eigenphase shift, and since there is little difference 
between the width obtained from the resonant eigen phase and tha t obtained from the 
total, it is the to tal eigenphase shift th a t is used to determine the width of the 
resonance in ®He. This width will then be compared with results from three-body R- 
matrix calculations.
6 Sequen tial W idth
The R-matrix calculations performed in Chapter 6 treated the three-body decay of the ®He 
2+ resonance as two ordered two-body decays. This meant there were two possible decay 
routes, either emitting the two neutrons sequentially or simultaneously. This section looks 
at using the HH method to obtain an estimate of the sequential width for comparison with 
the R-matrix calculations. To do this the n-hn-potential strength is reduced so tha t the 
neutrons become less correlated within ®He, making it less likely th a t both neutrons will 
be emitted simultaneously. To compensate the three-body potential strength is increased 
to  ensure th a t the 2"^  is 0.824 MeV above threshold.
The full strength of the neutron-neutron interaction is =  31 MeV. Figure (7.9) 
shows the width calculated for different percentage strengths of 1/%, ie: V^n is the per­
centage fraction of where the three-body potential, fgg, has a radius of po — 5.0 fm. 
The Figure shows tha t as the strength Vm is decreased, the width initially decreases, but 
as Vin becomes repulsive the width increases. This is due to the radius of Vsb , Figure 
(7.10) shows VsB for po =  5.0 fm and for V^n =  and Vm =  0. It shows th a t as Vnn has
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Figure 7.10: Three-body potentials, for different radii po =  2.0 fm and 
5.0 fm, required to place the ®He 2+ resonance 0.824 MeV above threshold, 
both with and without and neutron-neutron interaction.
decreased, the strength has increased to keep the 2+ resonance at the correct energy, 
so that VzB exerts an influence over a large distance. This allows the two neutrons to 
interact despite the fact there is no neutron-neutron potential. In order to obtain an 
estimate of the sequential width it is necessary to reduce the range of the three-body 
potential so tha t the two valence neutrons cannot interact through the three-body poten­
tial. Therefore the same calculation was performed with a reduced three-body potential 
radius of po =  2.0 fm and the results are also shown in Figure (7.9). Despite the three- 
body potential being significantly stronger in order to place the resonance at the correct 
energy, the width does not follow the trend observed in the po =  5.0 fm results. Figure 
(7.10) shows the three-body potential used in the po =  2.0 fm calculations for \4n =  
and Vnn =  0. The graph shows tha t these potentials are much less significant at larger 
radii than the po =  5.0 fm, Vnn =  0 potential. Therefore the po =  2.0 fm and Kn =  0 
calculation gives an estimate of the sequential width of F =  46.5 keV.
The dashed line in Figure (7.9) indicates the R-matrix sequential width from the 
previous Chapter. Figure (7.9) shows tha t the estimate of the sequential width calculated 
using the HH method is larger than the R-matrix width. There is a 25% difference between 
the HH value of F =  46.5 keV and the R-matrix value, Fla =  34.8 keV. The removal 
of the neutron-neutron interaction in the HH calculation does not remove all correlation 
between the two neutrons because there is still the three-body potential acting between 
them. W ith this in mind, agreement of within 25% between the HH and R-matrix 
calculation of the sequential width is good.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison between R-matrix and HH widths calculated for the 
2+ resonance in ®He. Fn+n is the sequential R-matrix decay width and F 2^  
is the simultaneous R-matrix decay width. Fine and Fcoh are the incoherent 
and maximally coherent sums of the R-matrix sequential and simultaneous 
widths. These are shown for three different ct n potentials. Fggq is the 
estimate of the sequential width from the HH calculations and Fhh is the full 
decay width of the state from the HH calculations.
7 Com parison w ith  R -m atrix Theory
Having established appropriate values for obtaining a converged result, the width of the 
®He 2+ resonance can be calculated for comparison with the R-matrix results of the 
previous chapter. Therefore, using the repulsive s-wave potential to take into account the 
PEP, /Frnax =  30, Pmax =  30 fm, Q = 25 and po = 2.0 fm, a width of F =  67.8 keV was 
obtained. Figure (7.11) shows how this width agrees with the coherent and incoherent 
R-matrix widths obtained for the three different a; n potentials. The HH width agrees 
within 6% of the coherent point-di-neutron width (labelled the 2(a-|-n) potential). The 
HH width also agrees quite well with the coherent “a + d ” width, with an 11% difference. 
However the HH width does not agree well with the experimental width of 113 ±  20 keV. 
The HH width is 40% less than the experimental width.
The agreement between the HH calculation and the coherent width for the point-di- 
neutron potential indicates tha t interference does occur between the simultaneous and 
sequential widths in the R-matrix calculation. However the HH calculation, which is 
a full three-body dynamical calculation, does not agree well with the well established
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experimental width for the state. The width th a t best agrees with the experimental width 
is the R-matrix coherent width for the Bin potential, in which the two neutrons are much 
less correlated than  in the 2(a +  n) potential. One of the cases of “di-proton” decay 
studied by Barker is the ground state^^^’ In this case the three-body R-
matrix theory and HH calculations^^^^ also predict widths smaller than  the experimentally 
measured values^^^’ However, there has been some doubt expressed about these
experimental values^^^’
8 Com parison W ith  O ther T heoretical R esults
The HH result from this work, T =  67.8 keV, compares quite well with the previous HH 
result from Ershov et al of T ~  60 keV^^^l. Although it is significantly larger than the 
earlier HH result from Danilin et a l of F =  40 keV^ . Other theoretical methods have 
also been used to calculate the width of the ®He (2+) state. In [21], Csoto finds a width 
of F =  60 keV using the complex scaling method, which also agrees well with the results 
found in this work. Excellent agreement is found with the Tanaka et a l value of F =  70 
keV(^^] using the analytical-continuation-in-the-coupling-constant method. The result of 
r  =  168 keV th a t Vasilevsky et a l calculate using an algebraic model^^^^ ig the only 
result th a t significantly disagrees with the results from this work.
None of the theoretical results agree well with the experimental value. The average 
theoretical value^ for the width is F =  75 keV. If the lowest and highest estimates for 
the width are excluded, the average falls to  F =  67 keV. There is a clear discrepancy 
between what has been experimentally measured and what theory predicts. Since the 
HH calculations performed here were fully converged, it is not obvious how a larger 
estimate of the width could be obtained using this method.
^This is an average of the theoretical results quoted here, the HH width from this work and the 3 
coherent estim ates from the three-body R-m atrix theory, also from this work.
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Chapter 8
C onclusions
®He is a Borromean halo nucleus and has often been modelled as three-bodies, an a- 
particle core and two valence neutrons. ®He exhibits a 2+ (three-body) resonance, 1.8 
MeV above the ground state, with a measured width of 113 d= 20 keV^^^L Lane and 
Thomas^^^^ and later B a rker^^  have developed formalism for treating the decay of such 
a three-body system as two, ordered two-body decays. In this model the 2^ resonance in 
®He could decay by one of two routes; (i) ®He —^ ®He +  n ^He +  n +  n, (ii) ®He —^ ^He +  
^n ^He +  n +  n. Decay route (i) is designated the sequential neutron decay route and 
goes through the ^He ground state (P3/2) resonance as an intermediate state. Decay route 
(ii) is designated the simultaneous neutron decay route and goes through the “di-neutron” 
s-wave virtual state as an intermediate state. Each of the decay routes has an associated 
width which, in combination, determine the to tal width of the state. These decays, 
and their widths, may interfere with one another and it is therefore unclear whether 
they combine coherently or incoherently. In order to investigate this the Hyperspherical 
Harmonic (HH) expansion method is also applied to the 2^ resonance in ®He. The HH 
method enables a fully dynamical three-body calculation, in which any interference effects 
are automatically taken into account, directly producing a total width for the state.
In order to apply these models the two-body interactions of the two body sub-systems 
of ®He must be known. Both the R-matrix and HH methods require interactions for the 
^He+n and n + n  systems. In addition, the R-matrix model also requires interactions for 
the ^He+n and ^He+^n systems.
The ^He+n potential used is based on a potential first used by Bang et This
central Woods-Saxon plus spin-orbit potential was fitted to ^He+n scattering phase shift 
data  for the P s / 2 ,  P 1 / 2  a,nd S i/2  states. The geometry of these potentials were taken and 
kept constant and the potential strengths varied to produce a fit to more recent phase 
shift data. On average, this “fitted Ronp” potential was found to produce S-matrix poles 
tha t agree with accepted values for the resonance energy and width for all three states 
(within 8%).
For the s-wave n+ n  potential the simple Gaussian potential used in [47] was used. This 
potential produces a scattering length and effective range th a t agree with experimental 
values. The ^He+n potential was based on the ^He+n potential, the strength being tuned
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to place the ®He (2+) resonance a t the experimental energy. In [6], Bartlett et al. treat the 
“di-neutron” system as having a resonance at zero energy in order to obtain an estimate 
of the '^He(2n,7)®He reaction rate. This work has shown this approximation is insufficient 
and does not adequately treat the n + n  virtual state at E r  = —0.12 MeV.
Since no scattering information exists for “^ He+^n, three different potentials are pro­
posed; (i) a point di-neutron potential, this is approximately twice the '^He+n potential,
(ii) a phenomenological potential based on the a + d  interaction, and (iii) a folded bin po­
tential based on a description of the n + n  system using a continuum bin. All three “^ He+^n 
potentials were tuned to place the ®He (2'’') resonance at the correct energy. The point 
di-neutron potential and the folded bin potential are at two physical extremes, the two 
valence neutrons being highly spatially correlated in the point di-neutron potential but 
are less localised in the bin potential. The “a + d ” potential represents an intermediate 
case.
R-matrix theory approximates the exact scattering wave function using R-matrix 
eigenstate wave functions, which are normalised over the internal region, r  =  0 —> a. 
In order to ensure th a t these form a complete orthonormal set, the eigenstate wave 
functions are chosen to have a fixed logarithmic derivative, /?, at the matching radius, a. 
Therefore, appropriate values of a and /? must be chosen for each potential. This work 
approximates the R-matrix by a single pole, therefore the lowest energy eigenstate wave 
function approximates the exact scattering solution in the internal region. So, a value of 
(3 is chosen to best describe the scattering wave function. The radius, a, was chosen so 
tha t all the strength of the potential is within th a t radius. For all the potentials discussed 
here, excluding the n + n  potential, a value of a, =  7.0 fm was found to be appropriate. In 
the case of the n + n  potential a value of a =  5.0 fm was used.
Different methods of extracting a + n  resonant widths and energies from a potential 
for the P3/2 and p i/2 states were also examined. In [54] it is suggested th a t the point at 
which the R-matrix phase shift goes through 90° defines the resonance energy. The R- 
matrix phase shift is the scattering phase shift minus the hard-sphere phase shift. Values 
obtained from the R-matrix phase shift were compared with those obtained from finding 
the S-matrix pole and from using either the point a t which the phase shift rises through 
90° or the point at which the derivative of the phase-shift is at a maximum. It was 
found th a t the S-matrix pole agreed most closely with the values published in the [33] 
evaluation. Values obtained from the maximum derivative of the phase shift gave values 
th a t agreed well with the S-matrix pole. This was especially the case for the pz/ 2  state, 
as this is a narrower resonance and is therefore more Breit-Wigner-like in nature.
The three-body R-matrix theory has been applied to the 2+ state in ®He. In [15], 
Barker uses a probability density function (PDF) to  describe the shape of the interme­
diate state. Barker''^ prescription for the PDF fixes the R-matrix boundary condition, 
h = aP, to be equal to the shift function evaluated at the resonance energy, b = S{E r ). In 
this work the PDF formalism was generalised to allow an optimum b to be chosen to best 
match the exact scattering wave function. Also, this work showed th a t approximating 
the shift function to be linear with energy, is not adequate for the n + n  virtual state. A 
“zero-shift” prescription for the PDF was found to be more appropriate for this s-wave 
state. A sequential width of Fn+n — 34.8 keV was found. Using the three proposed
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a  +  potentials, incoherent to tal widths were calculated (i) r 2(o:+ii) =  39.1 keV, (ii) 
FBin =  46.0 keV and (ii) =  38.4 keV. As well as three maximally coherent widths 
for the state, (i) r 2(a+n) =  63.5 keV, (ii) FBm =  85.4 keV and (ii) F^+d =  60.6 keV. The 
coherent width is closer to, but still less than, the experimental width for all three a  +  ^n 
interactions. This is consistent with Barker^s findings for two-proton decay^^^L In the 
one case of “di-neutron” decay studied by Barker^^ ^^ , tha t of it was found th a t the 
coherent width was too large and tha t the incoherent width gave better agreement with 
experiment. However, the interactions of the two-body sub-systems of ®He are better 
understood.
The same n+ n  and a -\-n  interactions as used in the R-matrix calculations were then 
used in the HH calculations. Some parameters in the HH calculations are truncated to 
the minimum values required, in order to reduce run time, but consistent with obtaining 
a converged result. Therefore, a maximum hyper-radius of pr =  30 fm, a maximum 
hypermomentum of ATmax =  30, and Q = 25 R-matrix channel basis functions were used. 
The depth of a small three-body potential was tuned to place the ®He (2+) state at the 
correct energy. A 2+ decay width of Fhh =  67.8 keV was found which agrees well with 
the coherent results from the R-matrix calculations. However this value is 40% smaller 
than the experimentally measured width of the state. The HH calculations were also 
used to obtain an estimate of the sequential width. This was achieved by reducing the 
strength of the n+ n  interaction, causing the two neutrons to be less correlated in the 
®He nucleus. An estimate of Fn+n =  46.5 keV was obtained. This also agrees quite well 
with the R-matrix value of Fn+n =  34.8 keV as the interaction between the two neutrons 
cannot be fully removed from the HH calculation (due to the three-body potential).
In summary, this work has shown that:
•  In the case of resonances in ^He, the point a t which the derivative of the phase shift 
reaches a maximum gives resonance energies and widths th a t best agree with the 
values from the location of the S-matrix pole in the complex plane. This is contrary 
to the recommendation in [54], which states th a t the point at which the R-matrix 
phase shift rises through 90° should be used to determine the resonance energy and 
width.
® Approximating the n+ n  virtual state as a resonance at zero energy is inadequate. 
This approximation was used in [6] and [52] in order to estimate the '^He(2n,7)^He 
reaction rate.
» Barker’s R-matrix formalism can be generalised to allow for the choice of optimised 
boundary conditions. This generalisation is especially important for states where 
the hard-sphere phase shift changes across the width of the resonance.
Coherence between the widths for the different ordered two-body decay routes for 
®He must be assumed in order to agree with fully dynamical three-body calculations 
of the state.
Both the R-matrix and HH calculations of the width (F Pd 60 —^ 70 keV) of the ®He 
(2+) state do not fall within the error bars of the experimentally determined width 
(F =  113 ±  20keV). Indicating further theoretical /  experimental work is required.
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In the future it would be interesting to  apply the generalised three-body R-matrix 
formalism to other nuclei. It would be particularly interesting to apply it to some of 
the cases of two-proton decay already studied by Barker. This would enable limits to 
be established for when Barker’s prescription is sufficient. In addition, it may also be 
possible to extend Barker’s existing formalism to enable a cross-section to be calculated 
for the ^He(2n,7 )®He reaction, thus enabling a reaction rate to be calculated tha t could 
be compared with the previous estimate found in [6, 52].
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A ppendix A
A lternative D erivation of the  
H ard-Sphere P hase Shift
As given in Equation (2.25), the asymptotic behaviour of the scattering wavefunction can 
be expressed as a combination of Hankel functions,
M r )  = \ { H 7 - S t H t ) .  (A.1)
If this wave function were incident on an impermeable sphere of radius, a, the wave 
function must satisfy, =  0. The resulting phase shift is the hard-sphere phase shift, 
in this case the S-matrix is given by
(A.2)
Using this definition of the S-matrix and the condition th a t = 0, Equation (A .l)
can be rearranged to  give
(A.3)
evaluated at p =  ka. This is an alternative derivation for part of Equation (4.26).
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A ppendix B
A lternative D erivation  of Observed  
W id th
This appendix describes an alternative derivation for the relations
E r  = €p -  -  6) and r “ = (B .l)
dE  I E = E fi
from th a t which is presented in Chapter 4. There is a pole in the S-matrix when E  = 
E r —iV^/2. Looking at the denominator of Equation (4.35) there is a pole in the S-matrix 
at E  =  — ^ ‘^ {S{E) — h ) — i'y^P{E)^ therefore
E r  -  «r° /2  =  €p -  ' ï \ S { E r  -  iV°/2) -  ft) -  -  iT°/2). (B.2)
Using the first two terms of the Taylor expansion to expand the shift function and the 
penetrability,
S(Er -  iT°/2) =  S{Er) -  ir° /2  ^
and
f  (E^ -  2T»/2) =  P(% ) -  2T()/2 dE
E = E r
E = E r
(B.3)
(B.4)
Substituting these into Equation (B.2) and rearranging.
E r  — i T  /2  — Cp —7  (S'(£^i?) — 6) — 7  F /2 dE E = E r e =ErJ
(B.5)
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Equating the real and imaginary parts,
H PE r =  ep -  7  W i î )  -  6) -  7^r»/2 ^
E = E r
E = E r
Solving Equation (B.7) for E°,
= 27" P (% )1 ^2 d S  I' I d E \ E = E R
Substituting Equation (B.8) into Equation (B.6),
%  -  -  Ÿ { S { E r ) -  b) -
The highest order term  is usually ignored.
i ^ n E R )
^  / d E \ e ^ E r
(B.6)
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.9)
E r  =  -  ' ^ { S { E r ) -  h) . (B.IO)
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A ppendix C
Param eter Space Evaluation
In Barker’s papers on the three-body R-matrix formalism no definition of the pentrability 
and shift functiona are given. In order to check th a t the functions in this work have the 
same definitions as th a t used by Barker, some of the results from [15] were replicated. In 
particular the parameter space evaluation in Figure (1) of [15] for the sequential emission 
of 2 protons from was studied.
Figure (C .l) shows both the original Barker figure from [15] (the upper graph) and 
parameter space evaluation performed here (the lower graph). Neither graph were cal­
culated using a potential model, instead Qip, Q2p, ^^(Qip) and (71)^ were given fixed 
values and calculated from those. A value of Q2p=1.78 MeV was used for all the cal­
culations. In the lower graph of Figure (C .l) the different colours correspond to different 
values of Qip. On the upper graph of Figure (C .l) the values of Qip are annotated on 
the curves. In both graphs the dotted lines correspond to F§(Qip) =  0.5 MeV, the solid 
lines are F^(Qip) =  1.0 MeV and the dashed are F^(Qip) =  1.5 MeV. The lower graph 
has more curves plotted than the upper graph since F^^ is plotted for every value of Qip 
and F2(Qip). Figure (C .l) shows th a t the parameter space evaluation performed in this 
work is in excellent agreement with Figure (1) of [15]. Therefore the penetrability and 
shift functions are being calculated in the same way.
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Figure C .l: Top: Figure (1) from [IbY^Bottom: Reproduction of Figure (1) 
from [15].
A ppendix D
Tw o-channel exam ple o f Eigen  
phases
In Chapter 7 the eigenphases are used to deduce the width of the ®He (2+) three-body 
resonance. To clarify the use of the formalism presented in Section 5 of Chapter 7, a 
simple 2 channel example is worked through here. This is in the same style as [73]. In 
the 2 channel case S is a 2 x 2 m atrix with eigenvalues and If it is assumed 
th a t the eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues are
and e ^=  "  , (D .l)
then the matrices, from Equation (7.40), are
/  _25_ _60. \  /  144 - 6 0  \
^  I (D.2)
\  169 169 /  \  169 169 /
Therefore, by Equation (7.42), the S-matrix is
/  2 ^ p 2 i S i  I 1 4 4 p 2 i ( J 2  Æ  ( p 2 i S i  _  \
c  ^  (  1 6 9 ^  ^  1 6 9 ^  1 6 9  \ ^  ^  )  \  / p )  g \I M .  ( p 2 i 5 i  _ p 2 i Ô 2 \  m p 2 i S i  I J 5 . p 2 t d 2  I '
\  1 6 9  ^  )  1 6 9 ^  ^  1 6 9 ^  /
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